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RE SUME
Cette these onsiste en trois essais traitant de problemes environnementaux a
l'e helle internationale. La methodologie utilisee onsiste prin ipalement en l'appli ation
de la theorie des jeux ooperatifs, des jeux dynamiques et du ontr^ole optimal.
Le premier essai traite de l'un des prin ipaux problemes environnementaux a
l'e helle mondiale, a savoir la destru tion des for^ets tropi ales. Pour analyser et
resoudre e probleme nous onsiderons deux joueurs ayant des utilites di erentes pour
la onservation des for^ets qui est onsidere omme une sour e de revenu pour l'un
et un moyen de proteger l'environmment pour l'autre. Le premier joueur (le Nord)
represente un ensemble de pays developpes ayant pour obje tif la maximisation de la
taille de la for^et a la n d'une horizon temporelle xee. Le deuxieme joueur (le Sud )
essai de maximiser ses revenus traduisant un arbitrage entre l'exploitation de la for^et
et les revenus tires des a tivites agri oles. Notre obje tif onsiste a etudier la possibilite d'une ooperation entre les pays du Sud et les pays du Nord, ou les pays du Nord
o rent un transfert pour ompenser la perte de revenus que les pays forestiers (du Sud )
peuvent en ourir suite a une redu tion du taux de deforestation. Pour e faire nous
avons etudie deux s enarios. Dans le premier, on suppose une politique de laisserfaire, ou le Sud resout un probleme de ontr^ole optimal sur horizon ni sans au une
intervention (ou transfert) de la part du Nord. Le revenu et l'exploitation optimale de
for^et obtenus representent un repere pour le se ond s enario, dans lequel le Nord o re
des subventions au Sud pour l'en ourager a reduire son taux de deforestation. Les
deux s enarios sont alors analyses et ompares en termes de strategies, de resultats et
de onservation de la for^et. Les resultats montrent que l'amelioration du bien-^etre du
Sud n'est pas toujours assuree ave l'introdu tion de la possibilite de transferts. De
m^eme, le sto k de for^et n'est pas toujours plus grand dans le as ou le Nord fait fa e
a une ontrainte budgetaire serree. Par onsequent l'appli abilite de e me anisme
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de transfert n'est pas toujours garantie omme le predisent les etudes anterieures.
Le deuxieme essai porte lui aussi sur le probleme de deforestation dans les pays
en voie de developpement. Il vise a elaborer des strategies in itatives qui pourraient
^etre employees par les pays du Nord a n d'amener les pays forestiers (pays du Sud ) a
hoisir une politique de deforestation qui soit soutenable dans le long terme (durable)
m^eme s'ils maximisent leur pro t sur un horizon ni. Le me anisme d'in itation onsiste a o rir des transferts qui dependent dire tement de la strategie de deforestation
deployee dans les pays du Sud. Ces strategies sont al ulees de maniere intrinseque
pour que la solution optimale au probleme de maximisation du bien-^etre du Sud
on ide ave la politique de deforestation desiree.
Finalement le troisieme arti le traite d'un autre aspe t des problemes environnementaux se posant a l'e helle internationale, a savoir probleme de Free-riding (ou
resquillage) et la stabilite des oalitions dans le ontexte de l'elaboration d'un a ord
environnemental international visant le ontr^ole de la pollution (a travers la redu tion
des emissions des gaz a e et de serre). Notre obje tif prin ipal onsiste a etudier
la question de re on iliation entre deux appro hes di erentes qui ont etudie ette
question.
Dans la litterature existante, la pratique la plus ourante onsiste a onsiderer
le nombre de pays parti ipants dans l'a ord omme une donnee exogene : elle part
du prin ipe que tous les pays forment une grande oalition et al ule le gain total
emanant de ette ooperation. Ce dernier represente la di eren e entre le o^ut total
de la redu tion des emissions des gaz a e et de serre en as de ooperation globale et
en as de non- ooperation entre les di erents pays. Ce gain est ensuite reparti entre
tous les signataires de l'a ord, et la diÆ ulte prin ipale onsiste alors a trouver la
methode de partage qui garantisse la stabilite de et a ord au sens du `Noyau'. Ainsi,
la solution de partage doit garantir a haque joueur une amelioration par rapport au
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as ou il jouerait seul ou ferait partie d'une sous- oalition de taille inferieure a la
grande oalition initiale, et e dans le but d'eviter qu'un ou plusieurs pays devient de
l'a ord.
Dans d'autres travaux, par ontre, les her heurs ont onsidere le nombre de pays
omme une variable endogene, tenant ainsi ompte de la possibilite de formation de
petites oalitions. Pour ^etre "stables", es oalitions doivent alors satisfaire des onditions de stabilite interne et de stabilite externe telles que de nies originellement par
d'Asprement et Gabzewi z (1986) pour etudier les problemes de artel en organisation industrielle. Par la stabilite interne, on entend qu'au un pays de la oalition
formee n'a inter^et a la quitter; 'est le test de sortie. La stabilite externe quand a
elle signi e qu'au un des pays qui sont a l'exterieur de ette oalition n'a inter^et a la
rejoindre; 'est le test d'entree. Selon ette appro he, le nombre de pays qui peuvent
former une oalition stable, et par onsequent signer un a ord international, est tres
limite, m^eme en introduisant des transferts monetaires lateraux.
La omparaison entre es deux appro hes a ete faite par Tulkens (1998), qui a
laisse transpara^tre un espoir de re on iliation en utilisant la fon tion ara teristique.
Notre but dans et essai est d'etudier les proprietes devant ^etre satisfaites par une
telle fon tion ara teristique et de veri er son existen e en utilisant la methodologie
des jeux ooperatifs. Nous avons don etudie le probleme en utilisant les di erents
point de vue on ernant le on ept de stabilite, en analysant trois de nitions possibles
de la fon tion ara teristique, a savoir l'equilibre de Nash, l'equilibre de Nash partiel
et la solution de von Newman Morgenstern. La onfrontation des resultats que nous
avons obtenus dans les deux s enarios indique qu'il est impossible de ontourner le
probleme de resquillage pour avoir une grande oalition stable, m^eme si les joueurs
adoptent des strategies non- ooperatives. Re on ilier les deux appro hes reste alors
impossible, ontrairement a la onje ture de Tulkens (1998).
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Mots les: a ords internationaux sur l'environnement,deforestation tropi ale,
exploitation durable, fon tion ara teristique, jeux di erential, jeux ooperatif, transferts monetaires, me anisme in itatif, free-riding.
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SUMMARY
This dissertation onsists of three essays that deal with important global environmental problems, using a game theoreti al framework.
The rst essay deals with tropi al deforestation as a global environmental issue
and studies the possibility of an agreement between developing ountries (or the
South ) and developed ountries (or the North ) to redu e the deforestation rate using
a subsidy program. For this purpose, we study two s enarios: the rst one is a
laisser-faire poli y, where the South solves an optimal ontrol problem over a nite
horizon; and the se ond is a Sta kelberg game, where the North o ers subsidies to
the South in order to redu e the deforestation rate. The two s enarios are then
analyzed and ompared in terms of strategies, out omes and forest onservation. In
ontrast to previous studies, our nal results show that the subsidy program annot
be un onditionally implemented, in the sense that some onditions have to be satis ed
to guarantee the South 's parti ipation and in some ases the North 's impli ation in
this program.
The se ond essay is also on erned with tropi al deforestation in developing ountries. The obje tive of this essay is to determine in entive strategies for the South,
onditioning the North 's transfers dire tly on the South 's a tions regarding forest
exploitation. These strategies an be used by the North to indire tly for e the South
to hoose an optimal deforestation poli y whi h is sustainable in the long run.
Finally, in the last essay, we investigate the possibility of re on iling two di erent
approa hes regarding the design of an International Environmental Agreement. We
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rst study the problem from the ooperative games perspe tive, on whi h the rst
approa h is based, by analyzing three de nitions of the hara teristi fun tion. Then,
we address the issue of free-riding and stability of oalitions as de ned by the se ond
approa h. Our results show that it is not feasible to re on ile the two approa hes,
whi h di ers from Tulkens's 1998 onje ture.
Key words: Chara teristi Fun tion, Free-riding, Transfers, In entive Me hanism, International Environmental Agreements, di erential games, ooperfative game
theory, Tropi al Deforestation, Sustainability.
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INTRODUCTION
This dissertation onsists of three essays that deal with important global environmental problems, using a game theoreti framework. All three essays onstru t game
theoreti models. Depending on the ontext of the problem we refer to ooperative or
non- ooperative game theory and also onsider stati or dynami games, in parti ular
di erential games.
The rst and se ond hapters address the global environmental issue of deforestation in developing ountries as a North -South game, using di erential games and
optimal ontrol theory as methodologi al framework. The last essay fo uses on
oalition formation and stability of International Environmental Agreements (IEA),
studied from ooperative and non- ooperative game theory perspe tives in a stati
framework.
Forest destru tion in Southern ountries is alarming in light of its adverse onsequen es for biodiversity and limate hange. However, for the forestry ountries,
forest exploitation represents a ne essary sour e of revenue (timber produ tion and
agri ultural use of the onverted land). Hen e, an external a tion is needed from
developed ountries, or the international ommunity, to redu e forest destru tion.
Indeed, besides the redu tion of greenhouse gases emission, forest preservation and regeneration presents one of the major instruments proposed to ounter global warming
through arbon dioxide sequestration. An eventual ooperation between the North
and the South is required and was en ouraged by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Kyoto Proto ol. The North -South
intera tion to redu e deforestation is advo ated in the literature through two main
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poli ies: The rst is trade measures to en ourage sustainable timber produ tion; and
the se ond is transfer payment used as a revenue ompensation from the North to
the South to en ourage them to redu e forest exploitation. In this thesis, we fo us
on the se ond solution.
The rst essay presents a subsidy program that an be employed by the North to
redu e the deforestation pa e in developing ountries. The motivation of this essay is
to determine the onditions under whi h a potential agreement an be signed between
the North and the South to redu e forest destru tion.
The methodology used in this essay is based on game theoreti models and uses
optimal ontrol te hniques. The problem is addressed as a Sta kelberg game, where
the developed ountries (or the North ) a t as a leader and propose a subsidy rate,
and developing ountries (or the South ) play as a follower hoosing the optimal deforestation rate.1 Regarding the information stru ture, we retain the tra table open-loop
strategies rather than its on eptually appealing losed-loop ounterpart. This hoi e
is justi ed be ause we onsider a short horizon for the aid program. Furthermore,
knowing that the South will work out its deforestation poli y a ording to the subsidy
rate announ ed by the North, the latter would not jeopardize its future redibility
by retra ting at an intermediate date from what it announ ed at the initial instant
of the game. On the other hand, in order to examine the possibility of implementation of the oordinated e ort solution, we ompare it with a ben hmark s enario: a
laisser-faire solution, where the South maximizes its welfare in absen e of the North's
intervention, omputed using an optimal ontrol formulation.
In this essay we onsider that the total amount of transfers that an ow from the
Northern ommunity to the Southern ountries is limited, as the North fa es a budget
1 Throughout

this text the developed ountries will be known as the North and the developing

ountries as the South.
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onstraint, whi h is new in the eld as in the previous related literature. We also
di er from previous literature by using a nite horizon setting rather than an in nite
horizon one. Our aim is to design a subsidy program that an be implemented and
pro table in the short term, given the assumed irreversibility of deforestation and
the immedia y of the problem. Contrary to the previous literature, our results show
that transfers do not ne essarily improve the welfare of the forestry ountries. We
also show that the forest annot be always improved when the North is subje t to a
binding budget onstraint.
The se ond essay presents in entive me hanism settings to enfor e sustainable
forest management in the South. The obje tive of this essay is to determine in entive
strategies onditioning the funds' transfers dire tly by the South's a tions regarding
forest exploitation. These strategies an be used by the North to indire tly ompel
the South to hoose an optimal deforestation poli y whi h is sustainable in the long
run.
For this purpose, we de ne a transfer fun tion that guarantees the parti ipation
of the re ipient ountry by ompensating it for the total loss due to a better forest
onservation. Indeed, this transfer designs an in entive me hanism ensuring that
the forestry ountry will respe t its engagement regarding a sustainable forest exploitation. To our knowledge this kind of in entive me hanism has never been used
previously in sustainable forest management literature. To our knowledge, to date,
this kind of in entive me hanism has never been used in the sustainable forest management literature. It is, however, a well known instrument in game theory, of whi h
the appli ation to environmental games and resour e management is far from new.
Finally, the last essay deals with the stability of oalitions in games of pollution
ontrol. It studies the design of an international environmental agreement, whi h is a
me hanism allo ating to ea h ountry a suitable emissions poli y supported possibly
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by a monetary transfer. This has been addressed in the literature following two lines
of thought, that is ooperative or non- ooperative game theory approa hes ending up
with di erent results regarding the size of a possible stable oalition. The hallenge
is to nd a possible re on iliation of the two approa hes. In other words, we are
looking for a payment fun tion whi h ensures the formation and stability of a large
oalition, even if we onsider that di erent ountries are playing non- ooperatively
and are a ting only for their own interest.
This dis ussion aptures what has been observed regarding the evolution of the
Kyoto Proto ol sin e it has been signed by many of the world's nations in Japan
in 1997, later on reje ted by United States in 2001, and more re ently deferred by
Russia. Our results show indeed that it is diÆ ult to deter free riding and that no
large oalition an emerge if ountries de ide to play non- ooperatively.

5
.

ESSAY 1
Slowing Deforestation Pa e through
Subsidies : A Di erential Game

6

1. Introdu tion
The adverse onsequen es of tropi al deforestation in the South on biodiversity onservation and limate hange have made rainforest destru tion one of the main environmental issues of international on ern. S ientists have deployed onsiderable
e orts during the last two de ades in modeling the problem and assessing its importan e, its auses and onsequen es with the aim of advan ing some solutions that
national and transnational agen ies ould implement to slow deforestation.
This essay is on erned with the design of an aid program by the North to help the
South in keeping the tropi al forests. The methodologi al framework is of two-player
di erential games with the ri h ountries a ting as leader in a Sta kelberg game.
The major ause of tropi al deforestation seems to be the onversion of forested
land to agri ultural use (e.g., Amelung and Diehl, 1992; Barbier et al., 1991; Barbier and Burgess, 1997; Kaimowitz and Angelsen, 1999; Southgate et al., 1991; and
Southgate, 1990). It is easily understood that sin e a ountry gets revenue from
agri ulture, the temptation is high to follow a laisser-faire poli y when it omes to
deforestation.
S holars are pointing out that forest onservation is not only a ost but also has
its domesti bene ts su h as, e.g., the avoidan e of the erosion-generating hanges
(see, for example, Montgomery, 2002; Chomitz and Kumari, 1998; Cline, 1992). Furthermore, they argue that the osts of forest preservation are small ompared to the
large non-e onomi bene ts from doing so.
At a domesti level, these bene ts may, however, be mu h smaller ompared to
the global ones, implying the need of global sour es to nan e the forest onservation.
Barret (1994-a), Von Amsberg (1994), Van Soest (1998) and Van Soest and Lensink
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(2000) argue that in some instan es the allo ation of forest lands to alternative use
may enhan e the domesti ountry's welfare, while de reasing welfare from the global
perspe tive.

This onfers to the deforestation issue its international externality

dimension and makes forest onservation a global environmental issue. As a matter
of fa t, one hundred nations have agreed on a treaty involving both The North and
the South to link environmental and e onomi issues in 1992 at the Earth Summit in
Rio de Janeiro. This treaty triggered a stream of resear h whi h aims at oordinating
the e orts of the North and the South to ta kle global environmental issues su h as
deforestation. The me hanisms proposed an be divided into trade measures and
nan ial transfers.

In the rst perspe tive, the general idea is to use trade poli y as an instrument
to ombat deforestation by a e ting the level or the method of forestry a tivities
as proposed, for example, by Barbier and Raus her (1994), Jepma (1995) and Kolk
(1996). The level of deforestation is a e ted by a ting on the demand through the
imposition of tropi al timber import bans and tari s. The methods of deforestation are ontrolled by dis riminating between sustainable and unsustainable timber
produ tion. They en ourage the rst kind of produ tion through subsidization and
dis ourage the se ond by imposing sele tive bans and tari s.
However, these trade interventions have been riti ized be ause they an lead to
more overextra tion and a de nition of property rights is proposed as an alternative
to regulation. This solution, whi h goes up to Coase (1960) whi h suggests that
well de ned property rights ould over ome the problems of externalities (see Coase
Theorem), has been applied to this spe i

issue in re ent work; for example, by

Chi hilnisky (1994) in an optimal ontrol theory approa h, and by Tornell and Velas o
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(1992) in a di erential game approa h . Other authors su h as Cabo et al. (2001,
2002), proposed apital transfer as a trade measure to in ite biodiversity preservation
using a di erential game approa h.
In this essay, we are mainly interested in the se ond perspe tive, whi h has onsidered aid donation and transfers as a solution for this global issue. Barbier and
Raus her (1994), using optimal ontrol theory, ompare the trade and transfer perspe tives and show that nan ial transfers an be more e e tive than trade intervention to ombat deforestation. These authors onsider lump-sum aid donations to
allow forest onservation indire tly, by redu ing the ne essity to exploit the forests.
The results indi ate that dire t international transfers will unambiguously in rease
forest sto k in the long run equilibrium.
However, lump-sum transfers have been riti ized as being a passive instrument
to ombat deforestation. A more a tive way to use transfers would indeed be to
make the amount of transfer onditional to the re ipient ountry's e ort to improve
forest onservation. Stahler (1996) shows that paying a xed pri e per unit of forest
land onserved unambiguously improves the long run forest onservation. However,
he adds that this kind of dependen y between the transfers and the forest sto k
is unreliable sin e the smaller the forest land be omes, the more the international
ommunity is willing to pay in order to prevent the onversion of an additional unit
of forest land. Thus, suspe ting this me hanism, the forest ountries an use their
\market power" to in uen e the per-unit ompensation through their deforestation
behavior. Consequently, per-unit ompensation may have adverse e e ts in the sense
that, if a strategi behavior is employed by the re ipient ountries, long run forest
size an turn lower than if no ompensation is given. Therefore, this author raises
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the point that the spe i ation of the ompensation fun tion is very important.
Mohr (1996) emphasizes this point using a bargaining game. He argues that
the redibility problem about whether the donor ommunity is indeed \hard nosed"
about the spe i ed ompensation per unit of land, an give an in entive for the reipient ountry to in rease its deforestation rate. He lays stress on the fa t that the
rainforest e osystem is, to a large extent, irreversible, whi h makes this onsequent
in rease in the rate of deforestation undesirable. For this reason, it may be advantageous to let the transfer depend on the deforestation rate, so that the re ipient
ountries are dire tly onfronted to the results of their land use de isions, as it was
proposed by Van Soest and Lensink (2000). Using a ontra t approa h, the latter
derive an aid donation fun tion that best serves the donor ommunity's interest in
terms of forest onservation. That is, the donor ommunity o ers an aid ontra t
that establishes the terms of onditionality, after whi h the re ipient ountry hooses
the rate of deforestation to maximize its utility given the terms of the ontra t. The
results indi ate that both donor and re ipient ountries are better o under the ontra t aid s heme. Also, long-run forest onservation an be improved by linearly
punishing deforestation or/and rewarding forest onservation using a xed per-unit
ompensation pri e. However, to improve short-run forest onservation in a dire t
way, the donor should punish deforestation at an in reasing rate.
Martn-Herran et al.

(2002) re onsidered the same problem in a di erential

game approa h. This di ers from the ontra t approa h mainly be ause both the
South (re ipient ountries) and the North (donor ountries) de ide on their respe tive
ontrol variable, i.e. transfers and the deforestation rate, without a dire t restri tion
on the other player's de ision variable in their optimization problems. The numeri al
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simulations show that the welfare and/or the forest onservation an be improved
under the game approa h ompared to the ontra t one.
From the above a ount of related literature, and to point out the di eren es with
the losest papers to this one, i.e. Van Soest and Lensink (2000) and Martn-Herran
et al. (2002), we make the following omments.



The fa t that the re ipient ountry ould rea t strategi ally to the aid program
of the donor ommunity, points toward using game theory as an analyti al
framework to analyze the problem of deforestation. Su h a problem is inherently dynami and hen e the adoption of di erential games is natural. This
ontrasts the optimal ontrol formulation in Van Soest and Lensink (2000).



In our study the nan ial transfers are bounded by a budget onstraint fa ed by
the North. This makes our approa h very di erent from the ones mentioned
above. The transfer fun tion itself seems to in uen e greatly the results in
terms of welfare and forest onservation. We shall onsider one whi h takes
into a ount both the deforestation rate (the ontrol of the South) and the forest
size (the state variable).



We onsider a nite horizon model rather than an in nite horizon. Indeed,
although deforestation is a long term environmental problem, the assumed irreversibility of onversion of forest to other uses invites the design of a program
whi h is meant to have an impa t in the short run. For this reason, we shall onsider the implementation of an aid program available for, at most, a given period
of time and whose obje tive, from donor perspe tive, is easily measurable, that
is to maximize the size of forest at the nal date of the program. Martn-Herran
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et al. (2002) onsider in nite-horizon games and utility fun tions for the North
whi h are on eptually appealing but rather diÆ ult to assess in pra ti e. The
same di eren e is noti eable with Van Soest and Lensink (2000).
The results indi ate that making the transfer fun tion dependent on the deforestation rate dire tly in addition to be dependent on the forest sto k has a lear impa t
on (slowing) deforestation. This result is onsistent with the ndings in Van Soest
(1998) and Van Soest and Lensink (2000). However, ontrary to the previous studies,
we show that when the budget onstraint is binding, using a subsidy program does
not ne essarily improve forest onservation. In addition, we nd that, whether the
North's budget onstraint is binding or not, the forestry ountries' welfare annot
be un onditionally improved under the subsidy program ompared to the optimal
ontrol or laisser-faire s enario. This implies that some onditions have to be taken
into onsideration to guarantee the implementation of this subsidy program se ured
by the parti ipation of both players.
The rest of the essay is organized as follows. Se tion 2 is devoted to the presentation of the model and the s enarios to be analyzed. Se tion 3 provides the solution
of the optimal ontrol problem of the South when the North does not provide any
support for rainforest onservation. Se tion 4 hara terizes an open-loop Sta kelberg
equilibrium of a di erential game in whi h the North is the leader and the South is
the follower. Se tion 5 ompares the two s enarios in terms of rainforest size and the
South's welfare. Se tion 6 on ludes.
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2. The model and s enarios
2.1 The model
Based on the original model proposed by Ehui et al. (1990), Van Soest and Lensink
(2000) onsidered a model involving two agents, an aid re ipient (or South) and a
donor ommunity (or North) where the former optimizes its stream of dis ounted
revenues from forest exploitation (e.g. timber produ tion), agri ulture a tivity and
aid from the North over an in nite horizon. The North's utility depends on the size
of the rainforest and on the transfers given to the South. We adopt here a simpli ed
version of their model.
Let D(t) denote the rate of deforestation in the South and F (t) be the size at

t 2 [0; T ℄ of the rainforest under onsideration by the North. The planning horizon
T is interpreted here as the terminal date of the aid program set by the North. The
forestry revenues are equal to the timber produ tion q (t) times the prevailing pri e

P (t). Assuming that there are n valuable stems per unit of land, the quantity of
timber produ ed is equal to n times D (t). For onvenien e n is normalized to unity
su h that the timber pri e P (t) represents the value of all ommer ially valuable
timber per unit of land and hen e q (t) = D(t).1 The (inverse) demand fun tion is
assumed, following a long tradition in e onomi s literature, linear and given by

P (t) = P
1 The

D (t) ;

produ tion of timber ould a tually be done by two methods, namely sele tive logging

and lear- utting methods. The former means that only a fra tion of timber is extra ted whereas
the se ond extra ts all ommer ially valuable timber and onsequently the land is onverted to
agri ultural use. In their model, Van Soest and Lensink (2000) do onsider both methods. Here
we are negle ting the rst method mainly for mathemati al tra tability.
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where P is the maximal market pri e obtained when D(t) tends towards zero and  is
a positive parameter. Hen e revenue from forest exploitation is given by P (t)D(t).
Given this deforestation a tivity, the rainforest evolves a ording to the following
di erential equation typi al in a non renewable resour e ontext

F_ (t) = D (t) ; F (0) = F0 ;

(1)

where F0 denotes the initial size of the rainforest.
The agri ultural net revenue depends on the size of land under ultivation, F0

F (t) ; and the monetary yield per unit of land whi h in turn depends on agri ultural
pri e PA and land produ tivity Z . The total revenue from agri ulture is thus given
by PA Z [F0

F (t)℄. Here we assume that Z is onstant whi h we do believe is not

a severe assumption sin e we are dealing with a (short run) nite horizon. To save

on notation, let us denote the monetary yield per unit of land by Y = PA Z:
An other possible sour e of revenue for the South is the nan ial transfer from
the North. Denote by s(t) the subsidy rate ontrolled by the North. As stated
previously, we want to have the transfer S (t) at t

2 [0; T ℄ dependent (negatively)

on deforestation rate and (positively) on the forest size. This an be a hieved in a
variety of manners and we hoose the rather simple spe i ation

S (t) = max f0; s(t) (F (t) vD (t))g ;

(2)

where v is a positive onstant. Note that we on entrate in the sequel on the interesting ase where the transfer is non-negative, otherwise there is no game. The
positivity of S (t) an be a hieved for instan e by assuming that the \penalty" parameter v is not too high, meaning that the North does not penalize too mu h the
deforestation a tivities in the South.
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Combining the revenues from forest exploitation, agri ulture a tivities and from
the North aid program, the total revenue fun tion of the South is thus

R (t) = P



D (t) D (t) + Y (F0

F (t)) + s(t) (F (t) vD (t)) :

(3)

This fun tion shows learly that there is a trade-o between deforestation and onservation of the rainforest. Assuming that the South aims at maximizing its stream
of revenues over the duration of the aid program, its optimization problem thus reads
Z

T

W = max
R (t) dt + F (T )
fD(t)g 0
s:t: : (1) (3);

(4)

where F (T ) is the salvage value for the South of the available forest at the terminal
date. The linear form here is assumed for simpli ity. The extreme ase is when 
equals zero, whi h ould happen if the revenues of deforestation are so large that the
South applies a poli y of after-me-the-deluge and by the end of the planning horizon
depletes ompletely the forest.
Turning now to the North optimization problem, we assume that its obje tive is
to maximize the size of the rainforest by the terminal date of its aid program. As
mentioned before, this program is endowed with a total budget that we denote B .
The budget onstraint is obviously

Z

T

S (t) dt  B:
0
This isoperimetri onstraint an be written equivalently as following
y_ (t) = S (t) ; y (0) = 0; y (T )  B;

(5)

where y_ (t) represents the spending rate at t and y (t) is the umulative spending from
the start of the program till time t.
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Formally, the optimization problem of the North is thus
max F (T )

fs(t)g

s:t: : (1) (2) and (5):
To re apitulate, we have de ned a two-player non-zero-sum di erential game
where the South ontrols the deforestation rate and the North the subsidy rate that
determines the transfer owing to the South. The game involves two state variables,
the rainforest size in the re ipient ountry and umulative spending by the North.

Remark 1 The dis ount rate is set to zero whi h seems to be a eptable in any nitehorizon game. On the top of that, environmentalists are arguing that dis ounting
would not be fair from an intergenerational equity perspe tive.

However, all our

results an be easily reprodu ed with a positive dis ount rate.

2.2 The s enarios
To assess the eÆ ien y of the aid program (to whi h we shall also refer as the oordinated e ort game), we shall ompare its results to a ben hmark laisser-faire ase.
In su h s enario, the North does not provide any aid to the South and the problem be omes an optimal ontrol one where the South optimizes its revenues with

S (t) = 0; 8t 2 [0; T ℄.
The eÆ ien y of the oordinated e ort game with respe t to the laisser-faire ase
will be assessed in both environmental and e onomi terms. Environmental eÆ ien y
is measured by the di eren e between the two s enarios in the rainforest size inherited
at terminal date. If the aid program in reases this size with respe t to the laisserfaire ase, then the North would be willing to o er to the South su h a program.
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E onomi eÆ ien y is assessed by the di eren e in total revenues se ured by the
South with and without the aid program. The South would be willing to implement
the deforestation poli y pres ribed in the oordinated e ort game if it results in an
in rease in its revenue. When both onditions are met, we shall say that the aid
program is implementable. Note that implementability here is synonymous with
Pareto improvement with respe t to the ben hmark ase.
We still need to larify whi h solution on ept and information stru ture we will
adopt in the oordinated game. It seems natural to assume that the donor ommunity plays a leadership role in the implementation of the aid program and we assume
hen e that the game is played a la Sta kelberg. Regarding the information stru ture,
we shall retain the tra table open-loop one whi h an be justi ed here on the ground
that the horizon of the aid program is short. The North will announ e its subsidy
rate and the South will work out its deforestation poli y a ordingly.

Although

in general a feedba k information stru ture is more on eptually appealing than its
open-loop ounterpart, it is plausible to assume in our ontext that the North would
not put its future redibility in jeopardy by retra ting at an intermediate date from
what it announ ed at the initial instant of the game. In a di erent ontext, Za our
(1996) and Jrgensen and Za our (1999) suggested subsidy s hemes for a government wishing to a elerate the di usion of a new (green) te hnology in the so iety
based on open-loop (respe tively Nash and Sta kelberg) information stru ture arguing that it does not seem empiri ally plausible that the government hanges later on
the announ ed program at initial date. They provide examples where the program
remained as when initiated during its whole duration. Note further that the transfer
fun tion we suggest depends on the state whi h onfers an adaptability avor to it.
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3. The laisser-faire s enario
Here the North does not play and the South solves the optimal ontrol problem in
(4) with S (t) = 0; 8t

2 [0; T ℄.

We omit from now on the time argument when no

onfusion may arise. The following proposition provides the optimal solution to the
South problem where the supers ript L stands for Laisser-faire.

Proposition 2 Assuming an interior solution, the laisser-faire optimal ontrol, state
and ostate are given by

P

 + Y (T t)
;
2
Y
P  + Y T
F L (t) = F0 + t2
t;
4
2
L (t) = Y (T t) + :

DL (t) =

(6)
(7)
(8)

The South welfare is given by

WL =

Y 2 T 2 + 3(P

) P
12

+YT



T + F0 :

(9)

Proof. The Hamiltonian of the South optimal ontrol problem is
H L(F; D; ) = P



D D + Y (F0

F ) D;

where  denotes the aid re ipient's ostate variable asso iated with the forest sto k.
The rst order onditions are given by:

HDL = P

2D

 = 0;

F_ = HL = D < 0;
_ =

F (0) = F0 ;

HFL = Y > 0;  (T ) = :

(10)
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The ostate di erential equation has as its solution

L (t) = Y (T

t) + :

It is easy then to get the optimal ontrol DL (t) and the resulting state traje tory.
Inserting these values in (4) and integrating leads to the optimal welfare W L :
The results in the above proposition are intuitive.

Indeed, it is readily seen

from the optimal onditions that the deforestation poli y satis es the familiar rule of
marginal revenue from deforestation (P 2D) must equal its marginal ost, given
here by the ostate . Conserving an additional unit of rainforest has two impa ts
on South's performan e. One is positive and is measured by the marginal value at
terminal time of rainforest, and the se ond one orresponds to the loss in agri ulture
revenues given by the monetary yield by unit of land Y times the remaining time.
Furthermore, DL (t) is an in reasing fun tion in the prevailing timber pri e (sin e it is
de reasing in the slope of the demand law for timber () and in reasing in the inter ept
(P )). In addition, the dynami s of the shadow pri e (equation (10)) indi ates that
it is in reasing at a onstant positive rate equal to the agri ultural revenue per unit
of land (Y ) and rea hes its maximum at terminal date where it is equal to .

Remark 3 The ne essary onditions are also suÆ ient. Indeed, the Hamiltonian is
L
linear in the state and HDD
= 2 < 0:

Remark 4 In Proposition 1 we have assumed an interior solution. Sin e F_ L =
DL ; a suÆ ient ondition to have F L (t) > 0; 8t 2 [0; T ℄ is F L (T ) > 0. Evaluating
(7) at T and arranging terms, we have

F L (T ) =

Y 2
T
4

P

2



T + F0 ;
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whi h is positive if and only if 2

Y T + 2 P
F0  F~ =
4
L





T:

(11)

4. The oordinated E ort S enario
In this s enario the North (donor ommunity) parti ipates in the onservation e ort
of the rainforest by ompensating the South for its loss of revenues through a subsidy
program.
The sequen e of events is as follows. The North as the leader in the Sta kelberg
game moves rst and proposes to the South a nan ial transfer given by (2). The
South (follower) optimizes its obje tive taking into a ount the leader's announ ement
and determines its deforestation rate. The main di eren e between this s enario and
the previous one is that the South's trade-o between deforestation and onservation
must take into a ount the additional resour e provided by the North as a ontribution
to onservation e ort.
To determine an open-loop Sta kelberg equilibrium, we rst solve the South problem, that is

Z

T



W = max
P D D + Y (F0
fD(t)g 0
s.t.: F_ (t) = D (t) ; F (0) = F0 ;



F ) + S (t) dt + F (T ) ;

S (t) = max f0; s(t) (F (t) vD (t))g :
The South's Hamiltonian of the problem is

HfC = D2 + P
2 If

sv



 D + (s Y ) F + Y F0 ;

ondition (11) is not satis ed, then the forest sto k be omes null before the end of the program

is rea hed.
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where  denotes the South's ostate variable asso iated with the forest sto k. The supers ript C stands for " oordinated s enario" and the subs ript f stands for "f ollower".
Assuming an interior solution, rst order onditions are

1
 + vs P ;
2

1
F_ =
 + vs P ; F (0) = F0 ;
2
_ = Y s;
 (T ) = :

D =

(12)
(13)
(14)

As in the optimal ontrol s enario the deforestation rate is de reasing with respe t
to the shadow pri e of the forest sto k and in reasing with the market timber pri e.
Note that D; as expe ted, depends negatively on the subsidy rate (see equation (12)).
The dire tion of variation of the shadow pri e of the rainforest (see (14)) depends on
the di eren e between the per unit of land yield from agri ulture and the per unit
revenue (subsidy) from land onservation. Re all that in the laisser-faire s enario
we had _ L = Y:
As a Sta kelberg leader, the North in orporates the last two equations in its
optimization program, whi h reads
max F (T ) ;


v
y_ = s F +
 + vs P ;
y (0) = 0; y (T )  B;
2

1
 + vs P ;
F (0) = F0 ;
F_ =
2
_ = Y s;
 (T ) = :
fs(t)g

s.t.:

where  denotes the ostate of umulative expenditures of the North y ,  the
North's shadow pri e of the forest sto k F and
pri e of the forest sto k.

the ostate of the South's shadow
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Let HlC be the leader's Hamiltonian whi h an be written as:
v2
P v
v
v
P
1
HlC = s2
s + sF
s + s + s + Y
 + :
2
2
2
2
2
2
The Lagrangian asso iated with this problem is

LCl = HlC +  (B

y (T )) ;

where  is the multiplier asso iated with the budget onstraint at nal time T .
The rst order onditions of the leader's optimization problem are:
P v
v
v
v2
 + F
+  +  = 0:
(HlC )s = s

2
2
2

_ =
_ =
_ =

y_ =
F_ =
_ =

(HlC )y = 0;

(15)

 (T ) = ;

(16)

(HlC )F = s;
 (T ) = 1;
1
(HlC ) =
(vs +  );
(0) = 0;
2

s
2F + v 2 s + v v P ; y (0) = 0;
(HlC ) =
2

1
(HlC ) =
 + vs P ;
F (0) = F0 ;
2
(HlC ) = Y s;
 (T ) = ;

(17)

(B

y (T )) = 0;   0; y (T )  B:

(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)

The omplementarity terminal ondition on the budget onstraint in (22) requires
the study of two di erent ases. First, we analyze the ase where the North does
not spend all its available budget by the end of the program. Se ond, we look at the
ase where the budget onstraint is "binding".

Case 1. B > y (T )
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In this ase, the North doesn't spend all its available budget. This means that
the budget onstraint is not binding and that the multiplier  is equal to zero, whi h
from (16) implies that the ostate variable  is also equal to zero over all the horizon.
From the ne essary ondition (15) it is easy to see that the problem be omes bangbang in the ontrol variable s. To give sense to the optimization problem, we assume
that the transfer rate s is lower bounded by zero and upper bounded by s. Then,
the optimal ontrol poli y an be des ribed by:

sC =
1

8
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
:

s if
s^ if
0 if

+ 2v  > 0;
+ 2v  = 0; s^ 2 [0; s℄ ;
+ 2v  < 0;

where the supers ript C1 refers to ase 1 of the oordinated s enario.
The next proposition shows that the North's optimal poli y is to subsidize the
South at the maximum rate for all t.

Proposition 5 sC (t) = s; 8t 2 [0; T ℄.
1

Proof. Sin e  is identi ally null, equation (17) implies that  (t) = 1; 8t 2 [0; T ℄.

Therefore, integrating (18), we obtain (t) = 21 t; 8t 2 [0; T ℄, whi h is always
negative. Sin e
+ 2v  = 21 t + 2v > 0; 8t 2 [0; T ℄, then we obtain sC (t) = s; 8t 2
[0; T ℄.
1

The interpretation of the above proposition is simple: sin e the subsidy is beneial to the North's obje tive and a budget is anyway available and not tight, then
learly the optimal poli y is to support maximally the onservation e ort of the South.

Proposition 6 The maximum subsidy rate s that the North will o er onstantly to
the South during the aid program period, if he is spending y (T ) an amount stri tly
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inferior to the total budget B , satis es: s 2 (0; s2 ), where

p
C2 + C22 4C1 C3
s2 =
> 0;
2C1

and C1 , C2 and C3 are onstants given by




1
C1 = T v (T + v ) + T 2 ;
3



v T
+
C2 = T 2F0 Y T
2 3
C3 = 2B:

(P



T
) v +
2



;

(23)

Proof. Note that s is the maximum subsidy rate that the North will o er onstantly to the South during the program period, if he is spending y (T ) an amount
stri tly inferior to the total budget B . This means that the subsidy rate s must be
su h that the following inequality is satis ed:
Z

T

0

s[F (t) vD(t)℄dt = y (T ) < B:

(24)

Using the budget onstraint (24), we an solve for the maximum subsidy rate s after
substituting F (t) and D(t) by their respe tive optimal values given by equations (27)
and (29).
There is a positive transfer and a North-South agreement, if the following expression is positive

F (t) vD(t) = F0

1
(t + v )[(Y
2

s)T + P

 sv ℄ +

Y

4

s

t(t + 2v ):

(25)

In this ase, the transfer rate is equal to s, and this rate has to ful ll the following
budget onstraint
Z

T

0

S (t) dt  B =

Z

T

0

s(F (t) vD(t)) dt  B:
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After substituting (F (t) vD(t)) by its expression given in (25) and the omputation of the se ond integral of the above inequality, the latter an be written as a
se ond degree inequality with respe t to s:








1
v T
T v (T + v )+ T 2 s2 + T 2F0 Y T +
3
2 3





T
(P ) v +
2



s 2B  0;

whi h an also be written as

C1 s2 + C2 s + C3  0;

(26)

where onstants C1 ; C2 and C3 are given in (23).
It is obvious that C1 > 0; C3 < 0. We an then solve for s in (26), even if the sign
of C2 is unknown. If we denote by s1 ; s2 the two possible solutions for the equation

C1 s2 + C2 s + C3 = 0;
we have :

s1 =
s2 =

p

C22 4C1 C3
< 0;
2
C
1
p
C2 + C22 4C1 C3
> 0:
2C1
C2

This means that the budget onstraint as des ribed in the inequality (26) is satis ed if and only if

s 2 (0; s2 ):
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Given the optimal subsidy rate, integrating equations (19), (20) and (21) we get:

Y s 2 P  sv + (Y s) T
F C (t) = F0 +
t
t;
4
2
C (t) = (Y s) (T t) + ;

t
st
t2
C
y (t) =
(Y s)
P  vY + T ((Y s) + 2F0 
2
6
2

v P  v s + (Y s)T :
1

(27)

1

(28)

1

Finally, repla ing the optimal paths of the North's ostate variable in equation
(12), the optimal deforestation rate path is ompletely determined:

DC (t) =
1

Y

2

s

(T

t) +

P

 sv
:
2

(29)

We an then obtain the South's welfare fun tion:

W =
C1

(Y



s) (Y

s) T + 3 P

F0 ( + sT ) :


 sv 2


 sv T + 3 P
12

T+
(30)

Remark 7 In the above proposition we have assumed an interior solution. To guarantee that F C (t)  0; 8t 2 [0; T ℄; it suÆ es to have F C (T ) positive. Sin e
1

1

F C (T ) = F0
1

Y

4

s 2
T

P

 sv
T;
2

then F C (T ) is positive if
1

(Y
C
F0  F~ =
1

s) T + 2 P
4

 sv



T:

Note that the last ondition is always satis ed given ondition (11), sin e F~ L  F~ C .
1

The deforestation rate is de reasing with respe t to the subsidy rate, as expe ted.
The di eren e with the former s enario is that the subsidy rate a e ts positively
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the South's shadow pri e of the forest sto k and negatively the deforestation rate.
This implies that the subsidy re eived from the North in reases the South's marginal
evaluation of the forest sto k, ountera ting the e e t of the agri ultural revenue per
unit of land whi h helps to redu e the deforestation rate and to in rease the South
shadow pri e by redu ing the opportunity ost of onserving the forest sto k. This
an be easily seen by omparing equations (29) and (28) respe tively to equations (6)
and (8), where the main di eren e is the presen e of the subsidy rate.
Finally, it is straightforward to see that the welfare is in reasing with the per unit
of land agri ulture revenue, the agri ultural produ t pri e, the initial size of the forest
sto k, the nal horizon time and the prevailing timber pri e. It is however de reasing
in the punishing oeÆ ient related to the deforestation rate v in the subsidy fun tion,
implying an a tive in entive for the South to preserve the forest sto k. The welfare
fun tion also in reases as the maximum subsidy rate s or the onstant  in the salvage
value fun tion in reases. These results are fairly intuitive.

Remark 8 Note that s is the maximum subsidy rate that the North will o er onstantly to the South during the program period. If it happens that the total amount
spent y (T ) is stri tly inferior to the total budget B , then the subsidy rate s should be
in reased sin e the North an a hieve a better result with the same budget. Thus,
the most e onomi ally interesting ase would be the one where there is a binding onstraint, i.e., the whole budget is spent and s = s2 :

Case 2. y (T ) = B
In this ase we study the ase where the North fa es a binding budget onstraint
and, onsequently, has to spends all its available budget.
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From (22) we have a positive Lagrangian multiplier . Further, from (16), we
have

(t) = ; 8t 2 [0; T ℄:
Therefore, the North's ostate variable, , asso iated with the a umulated subsidy
spent by this region, y , takes always a onstant and negative value. A onstant
value means that the marginal ontribution to the obje tive of ea h dollar spent is
the same. Being non-positive simply re e ts the fa t that the more money whi h
has been spent by time t, the less is left in the budget. Re all that the budget is
given here. Using this expression for variable , the optimal ondition (15) gives the
following expression for the subsidy rate:

sC =
2


F
v2

1

2v


1  P
+
+ ;
v 2  2v  2v

(31)

where the supers ript C2 stands for ase 2 in the C oordinated s enario.
The North's optimal subsidy rate is de reasing with the forest sto k, implying that
the North's willingness to pay for the forest sto k onservation is higher when the
forest sto k be omes smaller. The subsidy rate is in reasing (respe tively de reasing)
with respe t to the North's forest shadow pri e (respe tively the South's).

This

is an expe ted result sin e the North will in rease its subsidy rate as its marginal
evaluation of the forest in reases. On the ontrary it will in rease the subsidy rate
if the South's marginal evaluation of the forest sto k de reases be ause it implies a
higher deforestation rate. In other words, the lower is the South evaluation of the
forest sto k, the more it will tend to deforest and the larger the subsidy rate o ered
by the North will be. Finally we note that the subsidy rate is in reasing in the timber
market pri e: The North should in rease its ompensation (subsidy) to prevent that
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the South, indu ed by higher potential forestry revenues, in reases its deforestation
rate.
Contrary to the ase in whi h the North does not spend all its budget at the end
of the time horizon, now the dynami system of the optimal onditions is oupled and
annot be solved re ursively as we have previously done. Integrating the system of
di erential equations and after some manipulations, we obtain the nal expressions
of the optimal time paths:
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these expressions in the South's optimal deforestation rate and the
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North's optimal transfer rate we obtain
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Finally repla ing the orresponding expressions in the South's welfare fun tion we
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Remark 9 In the above proposition we have assumed an interior solution. To guarantee that F C (t)  0; 8t 2 [0; T ℄; it suÆ es to have F C (T ) positive. Sin e

Y 2 1  P 
F0  v T 
C
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T +
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e +1 ;
8
4
2
2

2

1

2

then F C (T ) is positive for
2



[ Y T + 2 P 
2℄T


F0 >
:
T
v
4 e
+1
1

Di erentiating with respe t to the time variable the deforestation rate shows that
it de reases over time, whi h means that as the forest sto k de reases, the South
applies a lower deforestation rate. Sensitivity analysis of DC (t) allows to obtain the
2

following intuitive results, i.e. the deforestation rate is



in reasing with respe t to monetary yield from agri ultural and to timber's
market pri e.



de reasing with respe t to the punishing oeÆ ient v in the subsidy formula
fun tion (showing that the latter is playing its expe ted role of dis ouraging
deforestation). It is also de reasing with respe t to the salvage value the South
attributes to the terminal rainforest sto k.

Regarding the subsidy rate, it is easy to he k that it is in reasing in timber pri e
and in agri ultural yield, showing a tually that the higher is the potential loss of the
South from onservation, the higher the ost for the North to a hieve its obje tive.
The subsidy rate is de reasing in the initial forest size showing that the less the
rainforest is vulnerable, the less is needed to be done by the North.
Finally, note that the impa t of a hange in the key parameters, one at a time, on
the welfare of the South is generally ambiguous.
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5. Comparison of s enarios
The aim of this se tion is to assess the implementation of the oordinated e ort
s enario.

As stated previously, the implementability of the oordinated s enario

requires that it improves the South's welfare and the rainforest at terminal date of
the subsidy program, whi h orresponds to the North's obje tive.
The following proposition provides the result regarding the rainforest.

Proposition 10 (i)

F C (T ) > F L (T ).
(P ))
C
T , then F C (T ) > F L (T ):
If F0 < FIN
= Y 4T+2(1+
(1 e v T )

(ii)

1

2

2
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Proof. From (7), (27) and (32), we get the terminal rainforest sto ks
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Last expression is positive if and only F0 < FIN
.
2

The proposition shows that the subsidy program is always a hieving its goal regarding forest preservation, if the budget onstraint is not stringent. To guarantee
the same result when the total budget is tight, a lower bound on the initial rainforest size is needed. Note that both of the above di eren es (F C (T )
1

F L (T ) and
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F C (T ) F L (T )) are in reasing fun tions in the penalty parameter v . This shows,
2

again, the relevan e of onsidering a subsidy formula based on both the forest sto k
and the deforestation level. Further the improvement in the rainforest sto k with respe t to laisser-faire s enario ould be assessed by the North in unit of land terms, by
C
L
omputing the ratio F (yTC) (TF) (T ) for the ase where the total budget is not exhausted
C
L
and F (T )B F (T ) for the other ase.
1

1

2

The above result onstitutes a suÆ ient ondition for the North to implement the
subsidy program. We may still wonder how the rainforest traje tories ompare under
the two regimes (laisser-faire and oordinated e ort).

Proposition 11 For the satisfa tion of the e onomi eÆ ien y, omparing the rainforest traje tories, we have

F C (t) > F L (t) ; 8 t 2 [0; T ℄ :
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The above proposition shows that if the budget onstraint is not a tive, then the
oordinated rainforest traje tory is always above its laisser-faire ounterpart. When
the budget onstraint is tight, this result is ensured only if ertain ondition on the
initial size of the forest is satis ed.
We will now assess the implementability onditions for the South. Theses onditions ompare the welfare, assuming that the follower will indeed implement the
laisser-faire strategy, whi h is not guaranteed automati ally in our setting. In e e t,

the South still has the possibility to play the un oordinated-strategy in the oordination s enario when this latter improves its fate.

In this ase he will re eive

a non negative payment (eventually zero transfer) from the North. Thus the following proposition states the result under the assumption that the South is really
ooperating (always play the sta kelberg solution) in the oordinated e ort s enario.

Proposition 12 The e onomi s eÆ ien y is not trivial: The South's welfare under
the di erent s enarios ompare as follows:
(i)

If the following ondition on initial rainforest is satis ed


(2Y s) T 2 + 3 P  + v (Y s) T + 3v 2 P 
C
F0  F IS =
12
1

then W C > W L:
1

(ii)

If one of the following onditions on initial rainforest is satis ed

F0  F =
C2
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F

C2
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p
b + b2
=
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b

p2
b
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4a

and

> 0;

and b > 0; < 0; b2
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4a > 0;

;
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then W C > W L ; where
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The above expression an be rewritten as a se ond-order polynomial in variable F0 :

WC

2

W L = aF02 + bF0 + ;

where the onstants a; b and are given in (36).
Studying the sign of the polynomial, we have di erent results depending on the
sign of onstants b and and on the sign of the dis riminant asso iated to the se ondorder polynomial:  = b2 4a .
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If > 0, then

WC

2

, F0  FISC :

WL > 0

2

If < 0 and  < 0, then always W C

W L < 0 for any F0 positive.

2

If < 0; b < 0 and  > 0; then always W C

W L < 0 for any F0 positive.

2

If < 0; b > 0 and  > 0, we have:

WC

2

WL > 0

, F CIS  F0  FISC :
2

2

The main message of the above proposition is that the South will see its welfare
improved with respe t to laisser-faire s enario only if a ertain ondition on initial
state of rainforest is satis ed. In both ases, whether the aid budget is tight or not,
the onditions to guarantee su h improvement depend on all the model's parameters
and does not o er a qualitative insight.
Next orollary summarizes the onditions for joint implementability of the subsidy
program for North and South.

Corollary 13 The subsidy program will be implemented
(i)

When the budget onstraint is not tight, if the following ondition on initial

rainforest is satis ed

F0 > F CIS :
1

(ii)

When the budget onstraint is a tive, if one of the following onditions on

initial rainforest is satis ed
C C
F0 < inf fFIN
; FIS g and
2

2

> 0:
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or
C C
F CIS < F0 < inf fFIN
; FIS g and b > 0; < 0; b2
2

2

2

4a > 0:

The previous orollary indi ates that in ase the North does not spend all its available budget, the joint implementability ondition is just that of the South. However,
when the North does spend all its budget, the implementability of the subsidy program depends on both players' onditions to join the program. This means that the
ase where the North is not limited by the budget available ( ase 1) an rea h its
obje tive of forest onservation, in the sense that the forest sto k is unambiguously
improved in ontrast with the ase where it is onstrained by the budget available
( ase 2).

6. Con lusion
Using a model representing an e onomi /e ologi al intera tion of the rainforest, we
showed that it is possible for the North to design a subsidy program to help the South
in managing this forest. The setting is of a di erential game with a leader-follower
information stru ture played over a nite horizon. The results indi ate that making
the transfer fun tion dependent on the deforestation rate dire tly in addition to be
dependent on the forest sto k, has a lear impa t on (slowing) deforestation. This
result is onsistent with the ndings in Van Soest and Lensink (2000). In the ase of
a non e e tive budget onstraint (the budget in not binding as in ase 1), we also join
the results of previous literature (see for example; Stahler (1996), Mohr (1996), Van
soest and Lensink (2000), Martn-Herran et al. (2002)) stating that funding forest
preservation leads to its unambiguous improve.
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However, ontrary to these previous studies, we showed that in some ases (when
the budget onstraint is binding as in ase 2) additional onditions may be needed
to ensure an improvement of forest onservation under the subsidy program.

In

addition, we found that the forestry ountries' welfare annot be un onditionally
improved under the subsidy program ompared to the optimal ontrol or laisser-faire
s enario. This means that some onditions have to be taken into onsideration to
guarantee the parti ipation of the North and the South in this program, whi h is not
trivial as stated in the previous literature, ited above.
To be able to derive qualitative results and to on entrate on the main point, i.e.
the design of a subsidy program, we made some simplifying assumptions. One ould
extend this work along the following lines.



A sensitivity analysis on the budget ould be done to he k if there is a range
of values that lead to a eptability of the aid program by the two players. One
ould also assume that the budget an be replenished by the North: Another
extension is to introdu e the ost of the budget spent by the North in its obje tive fun tion. Under this hypothesis the North would look for an optimal
trade-o between nal forest size and budget spent for the subsidy program.



The subsidy program is implemented here as part of an open-loop Sta kelberg
equilibrium. It would be of methodologi al interest to ompare our results to
those that would be obtained by de ning the game as a ooperative one or by
assuming still a non ooperative setting and use so- alled in entive equilibrium
where the North ould ondition its subsidy dire tly to South's a tion.
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ESSAY 2
In entive Me hanisms to Enfor e
Sustainable Forest Exploitation
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1. Introdu tion
The global rate of tropi al forest destru tion is raising general on ern. A ording
to the Foods and Agri ulture Organization's (FAO) estimates, 53000 square miles of
tropi al forests were destroyed ea h year during the eighties. A report by the World
Resour es Institute (see Matthews (2001)) on rms that the deforestation rate is not
slowing but on the ontrary ontinues to be rapid.
The adverse onsequen es of tropi al deforestation on biodiversity onservation
and limate hange are onsiderable. In fa t, the rate of arbon dioxide (one of the
main fa tors of global warming) released in the atmosphere due to tropi al deforestation is approximately 1.6 billion metri tons per year. This onstitutes a signi ant
ontribution ompared to a rate of 6 billion metri tons of arbon emitted from fossil
fuel burning (Earth observatory, 2001). Moreover, serious s ienti

estimates indi ate

that, on the average, 137 spe ies forms of life (plants and animals) are driven into
extin tion every day due to habitat destru tion (Wilson, 1992).
The main auses of tropi al deforestation seem to be the onversion of forested
land to agri ultural use and, to a lower level, forestry a tivities (e.g. Amelung and
Diehl, 1992; Barbier et al., 1991; Barbier and Burgess, 1997; Kaimowitz and Angelsen,
1999; Southgate et al., 1991; and Southgate, 1990).
It is easily understood that sin e a ountry gets revenue from agri ulture and
forestry a tivities, the temptation is high to follow a laissez-faire poli y when it
omes to deforestation. In fa t, s holars are pointing out that even if the osts of
forest preservation are small ompared to the large non-e onomi bene ts from doing
so, at a domesti level these bene ts remain mu h smaller than the global ones (e.g.
Montgomery, 2002; Chomitz and Kumari, 1998; Cline, 1992). Barret (1994-a), Von
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Amsberg (1994), Van Soest (1998) and Van Soest and Lensink (2000) argue that
in some instan es the allo ation of forest lands to alternative use may enhan e the
domesti ountry's welfare, while de reasing welfare from the global perspe tive. This
onfers to deforestation its international externality dimension. One possibility to
ta kle this problem by ri h ountries whi h value the tropi al forest is to nan ially
ompensate those forestry ountries whi h a ept implementation of onservation
poli ies.
Given the dynami nature of this problem, the literature has adopted di erential
games and optimal ontrol theory formalisms to design nan ial transfers from the
developed ountries (termed the North) to forestry developing ountries ( alled the

South). Barbier and Raus her (1994), using optimal ontrol theory, onsider lumpsum aid donations as an indire t instrument to onserve the forest by redu ing the
ne essity to exploit it. Lump-sum transfers have been however riti ized as being a
passive instrument to ombat deforestation. A more a tive way to use transfers would
be to make the amount of payment onditional to the e ort deployed by the re ipient
ountry to onserve the tropi al forest.
From this perspe tive, a transfer that onsists of paying a xed pri e per unit of
land onserved was proposed by Stahler (1996) who used an optimal ontrol approa h
and by Mohr (1996) of a bargaining game framework. These authors raise the point
that this kind of dependen y between the transfers and the forest size may, however,
have adverse e e ts in the long run. As the international ommunity's willingness to
pay is higher when the forested land be omes smaller, the forestry ountry an use its
\market power" to raise the per-unit ompensation through a strategi deforestation
behavior. Mohr (1996) explained that, in this ase, the redibility problem about
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whether the donor ommunity is indeed \hard nosed" about the xed ompensation
an give an in entive to the re ipient ountry to in rease its deforestation rate.
Consequently, a transfer payment that penalizes an ex essive deforestation rate in
addition to ompensating for ea h unit of onserved forested land may be advantageous, espe ially if we onsider that the e osystem biodiversity is, to a large extent,
irreversible. Su h a transfer payment, whi h makes the re ipient ountries dire tly
onfront the results of their land use de isions, was rst used in a ontra t approa h
by Van Soest and Lensink (2000), and in a di erential game approa h by Fredj et al.
(2004) and Martn-Herran et al. (2002).
In all these models, the North's main on ern is forest preservation, whereas the
forestry ountry's obje tive is the maximization of the total revenues it an extra t
from forestry and agri ultural a tivities. In other words, the problem here is essentially that resour e managers do not internalize the loss of biodiversity or the loss of
an important arbon sink in their obje tive fun tion. This means that the bene ts
from tropi al forests onservation that represent the on erns of the North (su h as
ure for an er and other illnesses, and the mitigation of limate hange) are ignored
by the domesti forestry ountries.;
Consequently, and as it has been proven in the above studies, it should be in the
interest of both the North and the South to implement the agreed transfer program.
Nevertheless, there is no guarantee that both players would sti k to their respe tive
engagements as di tated by the agreed poli y. One of the players an have an in entive
to deviate from the initial agreement if it knows that the other player will sti k to
its engagement. The strategies implied by the agreement are then no longer an
equilibrium.
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This alls for the use of in entive me hanism strategies to ounter this eventual
problem. The externality problem in several environmental issues has led to the use
of in entive me hanism design, e.g. Jrgensen and Za our (2001) use in entive equilibrium strategies in the pollution ontrol problem. Originally the idea of in entive
equilibrium has been developed and applied to resour e management problems by
Ehtamo and Hamalainen (1986, 1989, 1993).
This paper is on erned with the design of in entive strategies me hanisms that
an be used by a donor ommunity so that the forestry ountries nd it optimal to
hoose in equilibrium a deforestation poli y whi h is sustainable in the long run. We
assume that the Northern ommunity has a real on ern about forest preservation.
Therefore, it an not put its future redibility in jeopardy, by retra ting at an intermediate date, from what it announ ed at the initial instant of the game; espe ially
onsidering that this environmental agreement is expe ted to be renewed at the end
of the horizon or later on. We, then, ex lude the possibility of deviation from this
player. Unilateral deviation remains, however, possible from the forestry ountry as it
an be more bene ial for it to re eive the ompensating transfer without making any
e ort of forest onservation. To avoid this problem, the North an use an in entive
me hanism to for e the forestry ountry to sti k to the agreed strategy.
The obje tive of the Northern ommunity is that, while maximizing its stream
of revenues, the forestry ountry hooses a deforestation rate that is sustainable in
the long run. The oÆ ial de nition of sustainable development stated in the World
Commission on Environment and Development's report (1987) is \development that
meets the needs of the present without ompromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs".
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To guarantee the parti ipation of the forestry ountry in the program, the agreement should ensure at least the same a tualized revenues as what the forestry ountry
an have without the developed ommunity's intervention, for the period overed by
the agreement. Furthermore, to guarantee the implementation of the agreement on e
the forestry ountry a epts to re eive the transfer, the North has to make the transfer
dependent dire tly on the forestry ountry's a tions regarding the forest exploitation.
The obje tive of doing so is that the forestry ountry nds it optimal in the short run
equilibrium, to hoose a deforestation rate that leads to a sustainable forest sto k.
This happens when for instan e the deforestation rate is equal to the forest's natural
regeneration (see, for example, Beltratti, 1995). Our results show that this is possible
and an be implemented using an in entive transfer me hanism where the amount of
transfers is linear in the forest sto k and linear-quadrati in the deforestation rate.
The main ontributions of the paper are the following. First, we solve for both the
short-run and long-run equilibria. This allows us to al ulate the sustainable forest
exploitation ( al ulated for the long-run equilibrium) and to estimate the loss in total
welfare the forestry ountry an bear due to a more sustainable exploitation.
Se ond, we de ne a transfer fun tion whi h guarantees the parti ipation of the
re ipient ountry by ompensating it for the total loss due to a better forest onservation. Indeed, this transfer designs an in entive me hanism ensuring that the forestry
ountry will respe t its engagement regarding a sustainable forest exploitation. To
our knowledge this kind of in entive me hanism has never been used previously in
the sustainable forest management literature.
In ontrast with previous studies we do not need to model expli itly the developed
ommunity's utility fun tion whi h palliates one of the main riti isms addressed in
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this literature. Moreover, we onsider di erent dynami s of the forest sto k as we
allow the possibility of regeneration of the resour e.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Se tion 2 introdu es the model; Se tion 3 hara terizes the optimal ontrol solutions for the forestry ountry without the
intervention of the Northern ommunity, under the nite and in nite planning horizons; Se tion 4 deals with the design of an in entive me hanism that guarantees the
appli ation of the sustainable forest exploitation at ea h time t, and the distribution
of the total transfer payment over time; Se tion 5 provides a numeri al illustration of
our results; Finally, se tion 6 on ludes.

2. The model
The original model is proposed for the forestry ountry by Ehui et al. (1990) as
an allo ation problem of forested land between forest a tivities and agri ultural use.
The obje tive is to maximize the present value of a utility index U (), whi h measures
so iety's satisfa tion. The utility index is on avely in reasing in the aggregate bene t
( ), measuring the so ietal bene t from agri ulture and forestry. The latter depends
mainly on the forest size, the deforestation rate and the soil's produ tivity.
A detailed and sophisti ated spe i ation of this model is proposed by Van Soest
and Lensink (2000), where the utility index is presented as the total net revenues
from agri ultural and forest use.
The revenues from forest a tivities are equal at ea h time t to the wood produ tion

q (t) times the prevailing pri e of timber P (t): The timber an be extra ted using
learfelling or sele tive logging methods. Under the rst method the land is ompletely
deforested and onverted to agri ultural use. Assuming that there are n ommer ially
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valuable stems per unit of land, the quantity of timber supplied at ea h period of time

t is then equal to n times the deforestation rate D(t): Under the sele tive logging
method, only a fra tion

of timber is extra ted and the quantity supplied at ea h

period of time t is equal to

times n multiplied by the size of the forest F (t): The
total timber produ tion an be des ribed as follows1:

q (t) = nD (t) + n F (t):

(1)

For onvenien e n is normalized to unity su h that the timber pri e P (t) represents
the value of all ommer ially valuable timber per unit of land. The (inverse) demand
fun tion is assumed, following a long tradition in e onomi s literature, linear and
given by

P (t) = P

q (t) ;

(2)

where P is the maximal market pri e obtained when D(t) tends toward zero and  is
a positive parameter.
The agri ultural net revenue depends on the size of the land under ultivation

F0

F (t), where F0 is the initial size of the forest sto k; on the agri ultural pri e
whi h is xed to PA ; and on land produ tivity Z (t). The latter depends positively
on the deforestation rate sin e burning o the forest over releases nutrients that
in rease the soil produ tivity in the short run. It is de reasing in the umulative
deforestation as, in the long run, soil produ tivity falls be ause of nutrient depletion
and de reases be ause the in reasing distan e of forest over auses the de eleration
1 In

the original spe i ation of the model by Van Soest and Lensink (2000), the timber supply

under the sele tive method is equal to n (F (t)

D(t)) : As we are working with a dynami model

we nd it more onvenient to onsider that the size of the forest at any time is equal to the size of
land not onverted to agri ulture use.
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of the soil formation:

Z (t) = Z + D(t)

[F0

F (t)℄ :

(3)

Combining the revenues from forest exploitation and agri ulture a tivities the
total revenue fun tion of the South is thus

R (t) = P (t) q (t) + PA Z (t) [F0

F (t)℄ :

(4)

This fun tion shows learly that there is a trade-o between deforestation and onservation of tropi al forests.
We suppose that the tropi al forest evolves a ording to the following di erential
equation typi al in a renewable resour e ontext2 ,

F_ (t) = D (t) + rF (t) ; F (0) = F0 ;

(5)

where r denotes the natural regeneration rate of the tropi al forest.
The forestry ountry hoosing the deforestation rate aims at maximizing its stream
of revenues dis ounted at rate :
Z

T

e t R (t) dt + e

0
subje t to (1)

T

(F (T ));

(5) ;

where fun tion  is the salvage value fun tion. The time horizon [0; T ℄ may be
bounded or unbounded depending on whether T is nite or in nite. In the in nite
horizon ase, the salvage value fun tion is identi ally null.
2 In

the model spe i ed by Van Soest and Lensink (2000), the forest dynami s is typi al of a non
renewable resour e with F_ (t) = D (t) :
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This dynami optimization problem belongs to the well known linear-quadrati
lass. Indeed, the motion equation of the state variable, the forest sto k, is linear
and the obje tive fun tion is quadrati in both the state and ontrol variables. The
total revenue fun tion of the South an be expressed as:

R (t) = a1 F (t)2 + a2 F (t) a3 D (t)2 + a4 D (t) a5 D (t) F (t) + a6 ;
where

a1 = PA +  2 ; a2 = P + PA 2 F0 Z ; a3 = ;

a4 = P + PA F0 ; a5 = 2 + PA; a6 = PA F0 Z
F0 :

(6)

This fun tional form shows how the forest sto k and the deforestation rate a e t
the instantaneous revenues. a1 > 0 (respe tively a5 > 0) re e t the de rease in the
forest marginal revenues when the forest sto k (respe tively the deforestation) rate
in reases. a3 > 0 (respe tively a5 > 0) re e t the de rease in the marginal revenues
of deforestation when the deforestation rate (respe tively the forest sto k) in reases.

3. Forest exploitation under nite and in nite planning horizons
In this se tion we derive optimal forest exploitation by the South assuming in turn
nite and in nite horizons.

We make the onje ture that the short-run ( nite-

horizon) optimization leads to an over extra tion as the forestry ountry does not
take into a ount the long-run impa ts of its a tions. For this reason, we onsider
as a ounterpart the optimization problem with an in nite horizon, whi h leads in
the long-run equilibrium to a sustainable exploitation with F_ (t) = 0, implying that
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the deforestation rate at equilibrium in the long-run will be equal to the natural
regeneration of the forest.
Our obje tive is to indu e the forestry ountry to hoose a sustainable deforestation rate while optimizing in the short-run (or nite horizon). In a rst step we derive
the solutions of the optimization problems with nite and in nite time horizons. Afterwards, in the next se tion, we will design the ne essary in entive strategies that
an be used by a se ond party, whi h ould be the Northern ommunity as addressed
in the previous literature, that will enfor e the sustainable forest exploitation in the
forestry ountry.

3.1 In nite Horizon
The optimization problem in the in nite horizon ase reads as follows
max

Z 1

fD(t)g 0

e t R (t) dt;

subje t to (1) (5) :
The following proposition provides the optimal solution to the South problem
when an in nite planning horizon is onsidered. The supers ript s stands for sustainable
solution.

Proposition 1 Under the onditions
2a1

2a3 r ( r) a5 (

2r) > 0;

(7)

and

a2 + a4 (r

) > 0; a4 (2a1 + ra5 ) a2 (a5 + 2ra3 ) > 0:

(8)
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The optimal ontrol, state and ostate variables in the in nite horizon s enario whi h
leads to a forest sto k path onverging in the long-run to the steady-state, F  , are
given by:

F s (t) = F  + (F0

t
F  ) e( ) ;

(9)

2

t
s (t) =  + (F0 F  ) (a3 ( 2r ) a5 ) e( ) ;
t
1
Ds(t) = rF 
(  2r) (F0 F  ) e( ) ;
2
2

2

(10)

where F  and  represent, respe tively, the long-run equilibrium or steady-state of
the forest size and its shadow value, given by the following expressions:

a2 + a4 (r )
;
2a1 2a3 r ( r) a5 ( 2r)
a2 (a5 + 2ra3 ) + a4 (ra5 + 2a1 )
 =
;
2a1 2a3 r ( r) a5 ( 2r)

F =

and  =

q

(11)
(12)

4a +( 2r)[( 2r)a 2a ℄ .
a
1

3

5

3

The maximized net revenue per period of time is given by
t
Rs (t) = A1 e( )t + A2 e( ) + A3 ;
2

where onstants Ai for i = 1; 2; 3 are given in the Appendix.

Proof. The urrent value Hamiltonian asso iated with the problem des ribed
above is3

H (D; F; ) = R (D; F ) + F_
= a1 F 2 + a2 F a3 D2 + a4 D

a5 DF + a6 +  ( D + rF ) ;

where  is the ostate variable asso iated with the forest sto k F .
3 For

the rest of the paper, the time argument is omitted when no onfusion an arise.
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An interior solution must satisfy the rst order optimal onditions given by

HD =

2a3 D

a5 F

 + a4 = 0;

(13)

F_ = H = D + rF ; F (0) = F0 ;

(14)

_ =  HF = 2a1 F + a5 D + ( r)  a2 ;

(15)

together with the transversality ondition tlim
e t  (t) F (t) = 0:
!1
Sin e HDD = 2a3 < 0 the above onditions are also suÆ ient for this maximization problem.
Repla ing the parameters a3 ; a4 and a5 by their original values in terms of the
model's parameters as de ned in (6), and taking into a ount equation (1) after few
manipulations we an rewrite ondition (13) as:

 = P

2q + PA (F0

F):

The se ond ondition (14) simply des ribes the dynami s of the forest, de reasing
at the deforestation rate D; redu ed by the natural regeneration of the forest.
From equation (13) we an also extra t the expression of D as a fun tion of the
state variable F and its shadow value :

D=

1
( a4 + a5 F ) :
2a3

(16)

Repla ing the latter in (14) and (15) we get the following system of di erential
equations:




1
a4
a5
+r F + 
; F (0) = F0 ;
2a3
2a3
2a3




_ = 2a1 1 a25 F +  r a5  + a4 a5
2a3
2a3
2a3

F_ =

a2 :
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Solving this dynami system taking into a ount the transversality ondition tlim
e t  (t) ;
!1
F (t) = 0, we have:

F s (t) = F  + (F0

t
F  ) e( ) ;

s (t) =  + (F0

F  ) (a3 ( 2r

2

t
) a5 ) e( ) ;
2

where F  and  represent respe tively the long run equilibrium or steady state of
the forest size and its shadow value whi h expressions are given in the statement of
the proposition.
Substituting F and  by their optimal values F s and s in (16) we then get the
optimal path of the deforestation rate:

Ds(t) =

1 
( + a5 F 
2a3

a4 ) +

4a1 a5 ( 2r + )
(F
2 (a3 ( 2r + ) a5 ) 0

t
F  ) e( ) ;
2

whi h after some manipulations an be rewritten as in (10).
In order to have the optimal forest sto k path onverging to the steady-state F 
we need to impose that 

 < 0. This ondition is satis ed if and only if the

following inequality applies:
2a1

2a3 r ( r) a5 (

2r) > 0:

This ondition guarantees that the term inside the square root in  is always positive.
Moreover, under this ondition the steady-state values of the forest size and its shadow
value are positive if the following onditions are satis ed:

a2 + a4 (r

) > 0; a4 (2a1 + ra5 ) a2 (a5 + 2ra3 ) > 0:

Repla ing the deforestation and the forest sto k by their optimal paths, Ds and

F s, in the obje tive fun tion, the net revenues from forest exploitation and agri ulture
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use an be written as
t
Rs (t) = A1 e( )t + A2 e( ) + A3 ;
2

where onstants Ai for i = 1; 2; 3 are given in the Appendix.
Of interest is the interpretation of the ostate variable

 = P

2q + PA (F0

F):

The above expression means that the optimal deforestation rate at ea h time t should
be su h that the marginal ost of deforestation (measured by the urrent shadow value
of the forest) equals the net marginal bene t (the sum of the marginal in ome from
selling the timber P 2q and the additional agri ulture revenue PA (F0 F )).
To interpret the variation over time of , we repla e in (15) the parameters ai
(i = 1; 2; 5) by their original values given in (6), to obtain, after some arrangements,

_ = ( r) 



P



2q + PA Z + D

2 (F0



F) :

This ondition indi ates that the shadow value of the forest in reases or de reases at
rate  r, depending on the sign of  r, redu ed by the net bene ts of onserving an
additional unit of land. The latter is equal to the dire t marginal revenues of logging it
minus the opportunity ost, whi h is equal to the indire t marginal agri ulture revenue
that ould be earned from onserving this unit of land whi h indire tly enhan es
agri ultural yield through the produ tivity e e t.
From now on we assume that 

r < 0, whi h guarantees the ful llment of (7)

and the rst inequality in (8). The values of the model's parameters are onsidered
su h that the se ond inequality in (8) is satis ed.
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The asymptoti ally stable traje tory for the forest sto k in reases or de reases
towards its steady-state depending on the initial size of the forest. Under ondition



r < 0, it is easy to see that the onvergen e of the forest shadow value to its

steady-state presents the opposite behavior. That is, if the forest sto k in reases its
shadow value de reases and vi e versa.
The steady-state of the forest sto k equation (11) an also be written as

P + P + F0 PA (r
2 PA + 2 2 2r ( r)

PA Z + rF0 (r
= F0
2 PA + 2 2 2r (

F =


) + PA 2 F0 Z

( 2r) 2 + PA

 + ) P 2 (r + ) F0
:
r) ( 2r) 2 + PA

If  r < 0; the denominator of the se ond term in the right hand side is positive.
The forest size will be de reasing (F  < F0 ) if and only if the numerator is also
positive. The omparative stati s shows that a higher forestry revenues indu ed by a
relative in rease in the timber pri e leads to a higher steady-state of the forest sto k.
This tallies with the orresponding result in Ehui et al. (1990). An in rease in the
land produ tivity has a negative e e t on the steady-state level of the forest size. The
e e t of a relative in rease in agri ulture pri e is however undetermined and so is the
e e t of the dis ount rate.

3.2 Finite Horizon
In a nite-horizon optimization problem, it is ustomary to add a salvage value to
a knowledge that, although the planning horizon is short, something will still happen
after the terminal date. Put di erently, the salvage value represents the payo -to-go
starting at T . We shall assume for simpli ity that this salvage value is linear in the
sto k of tropi al forest, i.e.,  (F (T )) = F (T ) : Clearly this is an approximation
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sin e, in the language of dynami programming, the value fun tion whi h measures
pre isely the payo -to-go of the problem is not linear. A drasti ase o urs when 
is taken equal to zero, whi h would orrespond to an after-me-the-deluge poli y and
a omplete depletion of the tropi al forest.
The optimization problem to be solved is given by
Z

T

max
e t R (t) dt + e
fD(t)g 0
subje t to (1) (5) :

T

F (T ) ;

The following proposition provides the optimal solution to this problem where the
supers ript T stands for bounded nite horizon s enario, with terminal time T .

Proposition 2 Assuming an interior solution, the short-run optimal ontrol, state
and ostate variables are given by

a (+  2r) a5 ( ) t ( 2r )a3 a5 (+) t
F T (t)= F  + 3 2
C1 e
+
C2 e
;
a5 4a1 a3
a25 4a1 a3
t
t
T (t)=  + C1 e( ) + C2 e(+) ;
2

2

DT (t)=

2

2

1
[(+  2r)a5 4a1 ℄C1 ( ) t
(a4  a5 F  )+
e
+
2a3
2(a25 4a1 a3 )
[4a1 ( 2r )a5 ℄C2 (+) t
e
:
2(a25 4a1 a3 )

(17)
(18)
(19)

2

2

The maximized net revenue per period t is given by
t
t
RT (t) = B1 et + B2 et(+) + B3 e(+) + B4 e( )t + B5 e( ) + B6 :
2

2

Constants C1 ; C2 and Bi ; i = 1; : : : ; 6 are given in the Appendix.

Proof. The rst order optimal onditions are given by (13)-(15) together with
the transversality ondition  (T ) = .
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Following the same reasoning as in the in nite horizon s enario the optimal solutions des ribed in the proposition above an be derived.
Inserting the optimal time paths for the ontrol and state variables, DT and F T ,
in the obje tive fun tion gives the optimal revenue RT :
The results in the above proposition are intuitive. Indeed, it is readily seen
from the optimal onditions that the deforestation poli y satis es the familiar rule
of marginal revenue from deforestation being equal to its marginal ost, as in the
in nite horizon maximization problem. The interpretation of the results stays the
same, ex ept that in the nite problem the forest sto k path does not onverge to the
long-run equilibrium where the forest exploitation is sustainable.

4. In entive strategies
An assumption in our framework is that the North or donor ommunity is willing to
ompensate the forestry ountry for the loss in welfare it would in ur when following
the sustainable strategy for as long as it has the insuran e that the South will indeed
implement the desired onservation poli y. To design an in entive me hanism whi h
allows to a hieve our obje tive, we use the following algorithm :
1. We rst determine the total amount of the transfer by omputing the di eren e
between the South's payo under the short-run and long-run (sustainable) s enarios. Given that the support program is assumed to be in pla e over the
interval [0; T ℄, an assumption must be made on how the South would value the
forest sto k at T . We assume that it uses the same salvage fun tion as in the
short-run horizon and thus the total amount to be transferred from the North
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to the South is given by

J

T

J =
s

Z

T

0

e

t



RT (t) Rs (t) dt + e

T



 F T (T ) F s (T ) :

Note that the above quantity is interpreted as a minimal requirement to indu e
the South to hoose the sustainable onservation poli y.
2. We se ond assume that the North distribute the total amount over time as
an in entive me hanism, that is by letting, as in Van Soest & Lensink (2000)
and Fredj et al. (2004), the instantaneous transfer be dependent on both the
deforestation rate and the forest sto k, i.e.,

S I (t) = S (D; F ) ;

(20)

where the supers ript I stands for I n entive me hanism.

We assume that

S (D; F ) is in reasing in F and de reasing in D.

Remark 3 There are many options to de ne the instantaneous transfer. Indeed, any time-fun tion S (t) satisfying the requirement that the sum of disounted stream of transfers equals the total amount, i.e.,
Z

T

0

e t S (t)dt = J T

J s;

(21)

is a priory a andidate. To illustrate, S (t) an be taken as the di eren e in
instantaneous revenues, redu ed by the present value of the average di eren e
in the forest salvage value at the end of the horizon, i.e.,


e (T t)  F T (T ) F s (T )
S (t) = R (t) R (t) +
;
T
T

s
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Another option is to have a onstant transfer over time:

S =


1 e

T

JT



J s ; 8t 2 [0; T ℄ :

Although the above two transfers satisfy (21), they do not guarantee that the

South will indeed implement the desired sustainable strategy. That is why a
transfer program must depend on the deforestation e ort and eventually on the
size of the forest is needed.

3. We last deal with the determination of a fun tional form and the parameters'
values for the in entive me hanism. Our approa h is to rede ne the optimization
problem of the South whi h in ludes now the transfers and obtain its deforestation strategy as a best response to S (D; F ) whi h an be spe i ed afterwards.
The new optimization problem of the South whi h in ludes now the transfer is
max

Z

fD(t)g 0

T

e

t

(R (t) + S (D; F )) dt + e

T

F (T ) ;

subje t to (1) (5) :
We now implement our algorithm. The next proposition provides the di eren e
in welfare between the two s enarios.

Proposition 4 The di eren e between the forestry ountry's welfare for the nite
and in nite planning time horizons is given by:
 M
 2B 
T
B
1 e T 1
J T J s = T B1 + 2 eT 1 + 3 e ( ) 1

 



T
T
2M2
( 2r )a3 a5
e (+) 1 + 
C2 e ( ) +
2
+ 
a5 4a1 a3



[a3 (+  2r) a5 ℄ C1

(
+) T
(F0 F ) e
;
a25 4a1 a3
where onstants M1 and M2 are given in the Appendix.
2

2

2

2

(22)
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Proof. The forestry ountry's welfare for the period [0; T ℄ ; under the optimal
poli ies of forest exploitation asso iated to the nite and in nite horizon s enarios
are respe tively

J =
T

Z

T

0

e R (t) dt + e
t

T

T

F (T ) ; J =
T

s

Z

T

0

e t Rs (t) dt + e

T

F s (T ) :

Therefore, the di eren e is given by:

J

T

J =
s

Z

T

0

e

t



RT (t) Rs (t) dt + e

T



 F T (T ) F s (T ) :

After some easy omputations, the following expression has been derived:
t
t
RT (t) Rs (t) = B1 et + B2 et(+) + B3 e(+) + M1 e( )t + M2 e( ) ;
2

2

(23)

where onstants Bi ; i = 1; : : : 3 and Mj ; j = 1; 2 are given in the Appendix.
The di eren e between the size of the forest sto k at time T under the nite and
in nite time horizon s enarios is:

F (T )
T



[a3 ( +  2r) a5 ℄ C1
(F0
F (T ) =
a25 4a1 a3
[a3 ( 2r ) a5 ℄ C2 (+) T
e
:
a25 4a1 a3
s



T
F  ) e( ) +
2

2

Thus, the integration of the di eren e in (23) over the time interval [0; T ℄ and the
addition of the term e

T



 F T (T ) F s (T ) leads to the expression in (22).

The next proposition hara terizes the solution of the new optimization problem
of the South, i.e., the one in luding the transfers as revenues.

Proposition 5 Assuming interior solutions, the optimal ontrol, state and ostate
variables of the optimization problem when the forestry ountry re eives a transfer
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fun tion as in (20) satisfy:




1 S I I
D =
(D ; F ) a5 F I I + a4 ;
2a3 D
_
F I = DI + rF I ; F I (0) = F0 ;
S I I
(D ; F ) a2 ; I (T ) = :
_I = a5 DI + 2a1 F I + ( r) I
F
I

(24)
(25)
(26)

Proof. The present value of the Hamiltonian asso iated with the new optimization problem is given by:

H I = a1 F 2 + a2 F

a3 D2 + a4 D

a5 DF + S (D; F ) + I ( D + rF ) + S + a6 ;

where I denotes the new ostate variable asso iated with the forest sto k.
Assuming interior solution the ne essary onditions of the Maximum Prin iple of
Pontryagin that guarantee the maximization of the new dis ounted stream of revenues
are given by (24)-(26).
The in entive me hanism whi h guarantees the implementation of the sustainable exploitation path is su h that F s, the forest sto k path for the in nite horizon
optimization problem, given in (9), is the solution of the system (24)-(26).
The fun tional form of the transfer does not really matter for as long as it ful lls
its obje tive of ensuring implementability of the sustainable strategy.

Therefore,

easiness of omputation be omes an important argument in hoosing this form. If
we take S (F; D) linear, i.e.,

S (D; F ) = v (t) F (t) w (t) D (t) ;

(27)

where v (t) and w(t) are nonnegative fun tions, then the dynami system (25)-(26)
an be expressed, on e the expression of D in (24) has been in luded, as a linear
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system in F and . The latter an be expressed in matrix form as follows:
2
3
2
3
_F
F 5
4
5 = AI (t) 4
+ B I (t) ;
_


(28)

with boundary onditions

F (0) = F0 and  (T ) = ;

(29)

where both the matrix AI (t) and the ve tor B I (t) depend on the spe i ation and
parameters of S (D; F ). To have as optimal path for the state variable the sustainable
solution, we impose that

F I (t) = F s (t) = F  + (F0

t
F  ) e( ) ; 8t 2 [0; T ℄;
2

where F I (t) denotes the forest sto k path obtained as a solution of system (28).
The following proposition shows the existen e of positive oeÆ ients of F (t) and

D(t) in the transfer fun tion.

Proposition 6 There exist positive fun tions v (t) and w(t) in [0; T ℄ whi h indu e the
forestry ountry to hoose in the short-run a deforestation rate leading to a sustainable
forest path.

Proof. Our aim is to prove the existen e of fun tions v (t) and w(t), su h that
v (t)  0; w(t)  0; 8t 2 [0; T ℄;
and implying that the sustainable deforestation path Ds(t) solves the following optimal ontrol problem:
Z

s.t.:

T

max
e t [R(D(t); F (t)) + v (t)F (t) w(t)D(t)℄ dt + e
D(t) 0
F_ (t) = D(t) + rF (t); F (0) = F0 ;

Z

T

0

e t [v (t)F (t) w(t)D(t)℄ dt = J T

J s:

T

F (T );
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The isoperimetri onstraint an be written equivalently as:

z_ (t) = e t [v (t)F (t) w(t)D(t)℄; z (0) = 0; z (T ) = J T

J s;

(30)

where z_ (t) represents the transfer rate at t and z (t) is the umulative transfer from
the start of the program till time t.
The urrent value Hamiltonian asso iated with the problem des ribed above is

H I = a1 F 2 + a2 F a3 D2 + a4 D a5 DF + a6 + vF wD + I ( D + rF )+ (vF wD);
where I ;  denote the new ostate variables asso iated with the forest sto k and the
transfer onstraint (30), respe tively.
Assuming interior solution, the ne essary onditions of the Maximum Prin iple
that guarantee the maximization of the new stream of revenues are given by:

1
a4 a5 F I I w(1 + ) ;
2a3
_
I
F = DI + rF I ; F I (0) = F0 ;

DI =

_I = a5 DI + 2a1 F I + ( r) I
z_ = = e t (vF I

v (1 + ) a2 ; I (T ) = ;

wDI ); z (0) = 0; z (T ) = J T

J s;

(31)

_ = 0:
From the last di erential equation we have that the ostate variable  is onstant
along the time horizon. Let denote this onstant by .
The in entive me hanism guaranteeing the implementation of the sustainable exploitation path is su h that Ds and F s, the deforestation and forest sto k paths for
the in nite horizon optimization problem, given in (10) and (9), satisfy the optimality
onditions above.
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From DI (t) = Ds (t)8t 2 [0; T ℄ we derive:

w(t)(1 + ) = s(t) I (t)

8t 2 [0; T ℄:

(32)

Subtra ting the di erential equations that des ribe the time evolution of the
ostate variables we have:

_ s (t) _ I (t) = ( r)(s(t) I (t)) + v (t)(1 + ):
Di erentiating with respe t to time in (32) and repla ing the expression of _ s (t)

_ I (t) , we have:
w_ (t)(1 + ) = ( r)w(t)(1 + ) + v (t)(1 + ):
Let assume that 1 +  6= 0, then the last di erential equation reads4 :

w_ (t) = ( r)w(t) + v (t):
Equation (33) gives v (t) = w_ (t)

(

(33)

r)w(t). Substituting this expression in

the di erential equation (31), where F I and DI have been repla ed by F s and Ds ,
4 Note

that if 1 +  = 0, equation (32) implies:
s (t) = I (t)

8t 2 [0; T ℄:

Furthermore, the oeÆ ient fun tions v (t); w(t) of the transfer fun tion do not appear in the optimality onditions. Therefore, the donor ommunity annot sele t these fun tions in order to indu e
the forestry ountry to follow a sustainable exploitation of the forest. The donor ommunity attains
its obje tive only if s (T ) = .
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respe tively, we have:

z_ (t) = e t [(w_ (t) ( r)w(t))F s(t) w(t)Ds(t)℄
= e t w_ (t)F s(t)

e t F s (t)w(t) + e t rF s(t)w(t) e t w(t)Ds(t)

e t F s (t)w(t) + e t w(t)F_ s(t)
d
= e t w_ (t)F s(t) + w(t) (e t F s(t))
dt
d
=
[w(t)e t F s(t)℄:
dt
= e t w_ (t)F s(t)

Therefore,

z (t) = w(t)e t F s(t) + k1 ;
where k1 is a onstant. The initial ondition z (0) = 0 xes the value of onstant

k1 = w(0)F0 , and then,
z (t) = w(t)e t F s (t) w(0)F0:
The nal ondition z (T ) = J T

J s leads to the following relationship:

w(T )e t F s(T ) w(0)F0 = J T

J s:

(34)

s (T ) I (T ) s (T ) 
=
:
1+
1+

(35)

From (32) we obtain:

w (T ) =

Repla ing this expression in (34) we derive:


1
w(0) =
Js
F0

s (T ) 
J +
e
1+
T



T

F (T ) :
s

(36)

Therefore, we have to solve the di erential equation (33) taking into a ount the
initial and nal onditions given in (36) and (35). Let us note that both onditions
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depend on the value of the parameter . To show this dependen e let denote the
initial and nal onditions by w0 (); wT ().
The solution of the di erential equation (33) satisfying the initial ondition is
given by:

w(t) = w0 ()e( r)t +

Z

t

e( r)(t s) v (s) ds:

0
The nal ondition implies the following relationship:

wT () = w0 ()e( r)T +

Z

T

0

(37)

e( r)(T s) v (s) ds:

From this expression we get the value of parameter  whi h satis es:
1+=

(J s

(s (T ) )(F0 F s (T )e rT )
;
R
J T )e( r)T + F0 0T e( r)(T s) v (s) ds

(38)

where fun tion v (t) has to be sele ted su h that the denominator of the expression
above is not null.
From (37) it is straightforward to on lude that for any sele tion of v (t) positive,
if the initial ondition w0 () is non-negative, then w(t)  08t 2 [0; T ℄.
From (36) one has that w0 () is non-negative if and only if

Js

JT +

s (T ) 
e
1+

T

F s (T )  0:

(39)

Inequality (39) on e the expression of 1 +  given in (38) has been repla ed establishes one onstraint for the hoi e of fun tion v (t). This fun tion has to be sele ted
su h that the following expressions have the same sign:

F0

F (T )e
s

rT

; J

s

J +e
T

T

F (T )
s

Z

0

T

e( r)(T s) v (s) ds:

The di erential equation (26) an be rewritten as:

_ I (t) = ( r)I (t) + H (t; ); I (T ) = ;
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where

H (t; ) = 2a1 F s(t) a2 + a5 Ds (t) v (t)(1 + ):
The solution of this initial value problem is given by:

 (t) = e ( r)(T t)
I

Z

T
t

e ( r)(s t) H (s; ) ds:

The proposition shows that one an design a transfer fun tion su h that the
forestry ountry would follow in the short term the sustainable deforestation poli y. Note that we do not onstrain the transfer S (D; F ) to be nonnegative at ea h
instant of time. In the next example, S (D; F ) is positive for all t.

5. Numeri al Illustration
To have a better insight into the results (deforestation strategies, transfers, et .),
we provide a numeri al illustration. The value of the parameters, whi h are mostly
inspired from Van Soest and Lensink (2000), are the following:

P = 45000; PA = 150; Z = 60; F0 = 2000;  = 20; = 0:15;
= 0:1; = 0:1;= 0:1; r = 0:2;  = 17000; T = 5:
The steady-state values for deforestation, forest sto k and shadow pri e of the
forest are:

D = 343:42;

F  = 1717:10; and  = 25204; :

The time paths of the forest sto k, the deforestation rate and the shadow pri e in
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the di erent s enarios are given by:

F s(t) = F I (t) = F  + 282:89e 0:93t ;
F T (t) = F  + 286:84e 0:93t 3:94e1:03t ;
Ds(t) = DI (t) = D + 318:53e 0:93t ;
DT (t) = D 322:97e 0:93t + 3:26e1:03t ;
18682e 0:93t ;
T (t) =  18942e 0:93t 47:45e1:03t ;


I (t) = [24:431 1 e 0:1(5 t) + 18:7e 0:1t 0:02 e 0:83t) ℄  103

s(t) = 

Figures (1) to (3) show these time paths. In all the gures ontinuous line orresponds to the sustainable s enario, while the dash line denotes the nite horizon
s enario. These gures allow the following omments:
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Figure 1: Forest sto k time paths



In the sustainable s enario, the forest sto k and the deforestation rate time paths
de rease overtime towards their steady-state values (see gures (1) and (2)).
In the nite horizon s enario, the forestry ountry a elerates deforestation as
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the end of horizon approa hes. Consequently, forest sto k de reases sharply
overtime. This result is expe ted in a nite-horizon optimization problem and
justi es the idea of implementing an in entive poli y to slow down deforestation.
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Figure 2: Deforestation time paths



Figure (3) indi ates that the shadow pri e of the forest sto k is always in reasing
in both the sustainable and in entive s enarios. This is intuitive; as the forest
sto k de reases over time, the value of an additional unit of forest in reases.
Although the forest sto k is also de reasing in the nite horizon s enario, its
shadow pri e is not monotone. It is in reasing in the beginning and de reasing
on a nal time interval. This last portion an be, again, explained by an end
of horizon argument.

The revenues paths are as follows:

Rs (t) = [ 5:15e 1:85t + 7:32e 0:93t + 22:62℄  106 :
RT (t) = 29:93e0:1t 207:42e2:05t + 91997e1:03t +
[ 5:30e 1:85t + 7:42e 0:93t + 22:62℄  106 ;

RI (t) = Rs(t) + S (Ds(t); F s(t)):
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Figure 3: Shadow pri e time paths
It is easy to see that RT (t) > Rs (t); 8t

2 [0; T ℄.

The total loss for the South

if it applies the sustainable deforestation poli y over the time interval is given by
J T J s = 1:40  106 . This total amount has to be ompensated for by the North
by a stream of transfers given by

S (D; F ) = v (t) F (t) w (t) D (t) :
The last proposition showed that the above fun tion an be onstru ted by rst xing

v (t) and next determining w(t). To illustrate, let us onsider a onstant spe i ation
for fun tion v (t) = v = 500: It is easy to he k that w(t) would be given by

w(t) = 4522:8e 0:1t + 5000;
and that it is positive for all t. The time path for the transfer fun tion reads

S (t)=[ 8:58 14:5e 0:93t + 15:5e 0:1t + 14:4e 1:03t ℄  105 :
The evolution of the transfers overtime is given by

S_ (t)=[13:49e 0:93t

1:55e 0:1t

14:83e 1:03t ℄  105 ;
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whi h is negative. Thus the in entive poli y in this example is to start supporting
the South at a high level and de reasing it overtime (see gure (4)).
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Figure 4: Transfers time path

6. Con lusion
Using a detailed model showing the trade-o between the agri ulture and forestry
a tivities (deforestation and agri ulture produ tivity), we showed that the international ommunity an en ourage the forestry ountries to parti ipate in a program
aiming at a better forest onservation while ompensating it for the revenue loss it
an bear from doing so. We also showed that by using in entive transfer me hanisms,
the donor ommunity or North an enfor e a sustainable forest exploitation in the
short-run.
For further resear h, we an onsider e orts to regenerate the forest. This would
require a model in orporating a lag stru ture to handle orre tly the link between
replanting trees and later produ tion of the resour e. The North ould also ontribute
nan ially to su h a program in a prin ipal-agent setting.
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Appendix
 Constants Ai; i = 1; 2; 3 in Proposition 1.
(F0 F  )2 (4a1 +(2a5 + a3 (2r + )) (2r + ))
;
4
(F F  ) (F  (a25 4a1 a3 )+  (a5 + a3 (2r + ))+2a2a3 a4 a5 )
A2 = 0
;
2a3

(a4 a5 F   ) (a4 a5 F  +  )+4a3 a1 (F  )2 + a2 F  + a6
A3 =
:
4a3

A1 =

 Constants Ci; i = 1; 2 and Bj ; j = 1; : : : ; 6 in Proposition 2.
T
(  ) ((2r  + )a3 + a5 ) (a25 4a1 a3 ) (F  F0 ) e(+)
T
T ;
(a3 ( + 2r ) + a5 ) e( ) + (a3 ( 2r + ) a5 ) e(+)
T
(a3 ( 2r + ) a5 ) (  ) + (a25 4a1 a3 ) (F  F0 ) e( )
C2 =
T
T ;
(a3 ( + 2r ) + a5 ) e( ) + (a3 ( 2r + ) a5 ) e(+)

C1 =

2

2

2

2

2

2


C2 a3 a25 2 C2 +2C1 (a25 4a1 a3) 4a1 +2a5 ( 2r + )+ a3 2 (2r )2
B1 =
;
4 (a25 4a1 a3 )2
C22 (a3 a25 2 +(a25 4a1 a3 ) (2 (a5 +2a1 )+ a3 (2r + )) (2r + ))
B2 =
;
4 (a25 4a1 a3 )2
C ((a2 4a1 a3 )  + (2a2 a3 a4 a5 +(a25 4a1 a3 ) F  ) (a5 + a3 (+2r )))
B3 = 2 5
;
2a3 (a25 4a1 a3 )
C 2 (4a +(2a5 + a3 (2r  )) (2r  ))
B4 = 1 1
;
4 (a25 4a1 a3 )
C ((a2 4a1 a3 )  + (2a2 a3 a4 a5 +(a25 4a1 a3 ) F  ) (a5 + a3 (2r  )))
B5 = 1 5
;
2a3 (a25 4a1 a3 )

B6 = A3 :

 Constants Mi ; i = 1; 2 in Proposition 3.
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C 2 (4a + (2a5 + a3 (2r  )) (2r  ))
M1 = 1 1
+
4 (a25 4a1 a3 )
(F0 F  )2 (4a1 + (2a5 + a3 (2r +  )) (2r +  ))
;
4
C1 ((a25 4a1 a3 )  + (2a2 a3 a4 a5 (4a1 a3 a25 ) F  ) (a5 + a3 (2r  )))
M2 =
2a3 (a25 4a1 a3 )
(F0 F  ) (F  (a25 4a1 a3 )+  (a5 + a3 (2r + ))+2a2a3 a4 a5 )
:
2a3
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ESSAY 3
Chara teristi Fun tions, Coalitions
Stability and Free-riding in a Game of
Pollution Control

72

1. Introdu tion
The all for international ooperation is motivated mainly by environmental and
e onomi eÆ ien y to deal with global warming. The environmental eÆ ien y is
related to the number of ountries that are ommitted to redu e their emission levels.
The larger this number is, the more important will the greenhouse abatement be
and the easier will the stabilization of the on entration level of these gases be. On
the other hand, the e onomi eÆ ien y is a result of the involvement of a very large
geographi al area in the emission abatement agreement, whi h enables us to apply
the measures of redu tion where it osts less.

Consequently, the larger will the

ooperation be between di erent nations, the lower will be the ost of the greenhouse
abatement.
In reality, however, at an individual level, the ountries may have di erent in entives from the global ones. In fa t, even if a large ooperation an be more eÆ ient,
any ountry an be tempted to bene t from the environmental improvement a omplished by the existing ooperation without bearing any ost itself. This is one of
the most ommon problems that an blo k international ooperation, whi h has been
addressed in the game theory literature as the Free-riding problem.
For instan e, in the game theory literature, the design of an International Environmental Agreement (IEA), that is a me hanism allo ating to ea h ountry a
olle tively suitable emissions poli y supported possibly by a monetary transfer, has
been addressed following two lines of thought.
The rst one adopts ooperative game theory as the analyti al framework. The
allo ation problem is solved following a two-step methodology. First, one omputes
the Pareto-optimal emission levels and se ond, one uses a solution on ept based on
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ooperative game theory (e.g., Shapley value, ore, et .) to allo ate to ea h player
his share of the total optimized ooperative payo . The remaining issue, is to nd
the right allo ation fun tion that guarantees the stability of the formed solution in
the ore sense. (See for instan e Bahn et al. (1998), Chander and Tulkens (1992),
Currarini and Tulkens (1998), Ey kmans and Tulkens (1999), Filar and Gaertner
(1997), Gaertner (2001), Germain et al. (1998), Jrgensen and Za our (2000, 2001),
Kaitala et al. (1995) and Petrosjan and Za our (2000, 2003)). In this approa h,
the stability of the oalition is passive in the sense that the number of parti ipating
ountries is exogenous. In other words, this approa h supposes the existen e of a
large number of ountries that are predisposed to sign the agreement, of whi h the
nomination of grand oalition approa h.
A se ond line of resear h, exempli ed by, e.g., Barrett (1990, 1992, 1994-b) and
Carraro and Sinis al o (1993), sees the problem of designing (or signing) an IEA from
the perspe tive of oalitions stability, a on ept due to d'Aspremont and Gabzewi z
(1986) whi h has its root in the artel problem in industrial organization literature.
The stability of an IEA is ensured by two tests: the rst one intends to see if it is
in the interest of an already formed group of signatories to enlarge the IEA to new
members (entry test); the se ond intends to he k if it is in the interest of a player to
remain in the oalition (exit test). The general message arried out in this literature
is that only a small number of ountries will end up signing an IEA (irrespe tive of the
total number of ountries), i.e., only a small stable oalition an emerge. It is worth
noti ing that this literature shows also that the introdu tion of monetary transfers
does not help in enlarging the number of signatories of an IEA. This approa h is also
known as the small oalition approa h.
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In the environmental games, the debate about the possibility to deter free-riding
and guarantee the stability of a large oalition is not losed yet. Some of the related
work in this eld are those by Barret (1990, 1992, 1994-b), Chander and Tulkens
(1995, 1997), Bla k et al. (1993), Carraro and sinis al o (1993), Eykmans (2001),
Helm (2001).
In a re ent essay, Tulkens (1998) dis ussed and ontrasted the premises on whi h
the two approa hes rest. He also raised the question if it is ever possible to re on ile
them.

He on luded his essay on a positive note saying that the hara teristi

fun tion, a orner stone of ooperative game theory, may be the tool that will permit
to a hieve this.
This essay does two things:

rst, it dis usses di erent de nitions of the hara -

teristi fun tion of a ooperative game for the allo ation of ountries' welfare shares
when signing an IEA; and se ond, it addresses the issue of re on iliation raised by
Tulkens (1998). These issues are important from both modeling and empiri al points
of view. Indeed, there is no unique way to de ne the hara teristi fun tion of a ooperative game and therefore it is of interest to dis uss the di erent options available
and their impa t on the nal allo ation result. Further, if a ooperative game approa h is intended to pres ribe environmental poli ies and ost sharing me hanisms,
then it has to be redible in the sense that these poli ies and me hanisms need to
satisfy a ertain number of properties, among them deterring free-riding. Our results
show that irrespe tive of the de nition adopted for the hara teristi fun tion of the
ooperative game, one annot deter free-riding in the sense of the stable oalition
on ept. As a onsequen e, we argue that it is not at rea h to re on ile the two
approa hes ( ooperative games and stable oalitions).
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The rest of the essay is organized as follows: Se tion 2 des ribes the players, their
strategies and payo s. Se tion 3 dis usses three ways of de ning the hara teristi
fun tion of a ooperative game aiming at an IEA and states some results. Se tion 4
deals with the issue of oalitions stability. Se tion 5 on ludes.

2. Players, strategies and payo s
To keep the emphasis on issues related to the de nition of the hara teristi fun tion,
we onsider a simple e onomi s/environment intera tions model whi h nevertheless
aptures one of the main ingredients of the international debate on pollution, namely
that emission by one ountry damages the environment of all players.
Let N = f1;    ng be the set of players ( ountries, regions, et .) involved in a
negotiation aiming at an IEA on pollution ontrol. We assume that the produ tion of
goods by player i depends on only one variable input, namely pollution that we denote
by ei . Therefore, we an express the net revenue from produ tion (revenue minus
produ tion ost) as a fun tion of emissions only. Let this fun tion be denoted by

Ri (ei ). Assume also that emissions by any ountry damage the ommon environment.
Pn

Ea h player then in urs a damage ost denoted Di (

=1 ei ). We assume that Ri (ei )
P
is on ave in reasing and Di ( ni=1 ei ) is onvex in reasing. The payo of player i
depends on all players' emissions and is given by
i

n
X

Wi (e1 ;    ; en ) = Ri (ei ) Di (

=1

ei ):

(1)

i

For omputation purposes, we make the further simplifying assumption that revenue
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and damage ost fun tions are as follows
1=2e2i

Ri (ei ) = bi ei
Di (

n
X

=1

ei ) = di

i

n
X

=1

ei

i

where bi and di are positive onstants. Under this spe i ation, the obje tive of
player i be omes

Wi (e1 ;    en ) = bi ei

1=2e2
i

di

n
X

ei :

(2)

=1
The strategy spa e of player i is de ned as [0; bi ℄. The interpretation of the lower
i

bound is obvious and the upper bound orresponds to the optimal pollution level
when player i maximizes his payo without taking into a ount his damage ost.

3. Chara teristi fun tions
Let (N; v; X ) be a ooperative game where N = f1;    ng is the set of players

involved in the negotiation of an IEA, S  N is a oalition, v (S ) is the Chara teristi
Fun tion (CF), and X is the set of imputations.

The hara teristi fun tion measures the payo (or strength) of a oalition. Obviously in the ontext of pollution ontrol, a game with externalities, this out ome
depends on the a tions taken by the players who are not members of this oalition.
We shall assume three di erent types of behavior of left-out-players (LOP) later on.
To be attra tive, ooperation between individual players or oalitions of players must
reate an added value to them.
properties.

This an be translated by one of the following
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De nition 1 The fun tion v (S ) is superadditive, if
v (S [ T )  v (S ) + v (T );

8S; T  N; S \ T = ;;

(3)

where v (?) = 0:

Superadditivity simply means that when two oalitions join for es, they an
a hieve at least the same payo than by a ting separately.

Note that (3) must

be satis ed for all possible oalitions. The following de nition provides a weaker
ondition whi h states that the worth of the grand oalition must be at least as large
as the worth of the members of any partition of the set N .

De nition 2 The fun tion v (S ) is ohesive, if
v (N ) 

M
X

=1

m

v (Tm ); for every partition fT1 ; : : : TM g of N;

(4)

where v (?) = 0:

The de nition of a ooperative game requires that fun tion v (S ) satis es (3) or
(4) but does not spe ify how to ompute v (S ). A large part of the essay is pre isely
devoted to this issue. Before, we de ne the last ingredient of a ooperative game.

De nition 3 A ve tor x = (x1 ; ::::; xn ) is an imputation if it satis es
xi  v (fig); 8i 2 N;
n
X

=1

xi = v (N ):

(5)
(6)

i

An imputation is a ve tor of players' out omes. Its de nition refers to individual
and group rationality. Individual rationality means that a player will not a ept an
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out ome whi h is not at least equal to what he an get by a ting alone as measured by
his hara teristi fun tion value. Group rationality states that the total ooperative
gain, when the grand oalition forms, is shared. From a negotiation perspe tive, the
set of imputations redu es the number of potentially a eptable agreements. This set
is seldom a singleton and therefore one needs other properties to predi t the nal issue
of the game. This is pre isely the obje tive pursued by the di erent solution on epts
of a ooperative game. For instan e, the ore sele ts those imputations whi h are
undominated and the Shapley value sele ts one imputation satisfying ertain axioms,
among them fairness. The ore may be empty or may ontain many imputations.
It is well known that for an imputation to be in the ore it must satisfy

 v(fig); 8i 2 N; and
X
xi  v (S ); 8S  N:
xi

i2S

(7)
(8)

We now move to the issue of omputation of the hara teristi fun tion values.
The CF aims to assess the strength of oalitions and this strength (strategi for e,
payo , et .) depends, among other things, on the behavior of the left-out-players
(LOP). We shall investigate three di erent assumptions regarding the way LOP
rea t to the formation of a oalition that ex ludes them.
In the rst ase, we assume that oalition S plays a non ooperative game against
LOP a ting individually. If one denotes by s the number of players belonging to S ,
then one has a game with n

s + 1 players. The payo s of oalition S and LOP

orrespond to Nash equilibrium out omes. We shall refer to this ase by PNE for
Partial Nash Equilibrium.
In the se ond ase we assume that LOP players form also a oalition and payo s
are then obtained as Nash equilibrium out omes of a non ooperative game between S
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and N nS . The omputation of ea h hara teristi fun tion value involves therefore
two players. We shall refer to this ase by NE for Nash Equilibrium.
Finally, we onsider the ase where left-out-players form a oalition whi h maximizes their payo without taking into a ount their damage ost. Ignoring damage
ost will lead obviously to higher emissions by LOP. We interpret this behavior by
LOP as a way of punishing players belonging to S for not in luding them in the
oalition. We shall refer to this ase by PB (for Punishing Behavior).
We use the following notation in the sequel:

W x (S ) : maximized payo of oalition S for x = P NE; NE; P B:
Wix (S ) : maximized payo of i 2 S for x = P NE; NE; P B:

Yjx(S ) : maximized payo of player j 2= S for x = P NE; NE; P B:
Y x(S ) =

P

j2
=S

Yjx(S ):

v x (S ) : hara teristi fun tion value for S for x = P NE; NE; P B:
DZ =
BZ =

P

P

i2Z

di ; Z  N:

b ; Z  N:

i2Z i

Although the assessment of the strength of any oalition S

N

may vary with

x, the payo of the grand oalition N must be the same for all x (the set of LOP
being void in all ases). We assume that the obje tive of the grand oalition is to
maximize the sum of welfare of all players. This optimization provides the sought
ve tor of optimal emission levels, that is the levels of an IEA, and the total olle tive
payo to be shared. The following Lemma gives the result.

Lemma 4 Assuming interior solutions, the international optimal emission levels are
given by

ei = bi

DN ;

8i 2 N;

(9)
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and the optimal total payo is given by

W x (N ) =

1X 2 n 2
b + D
2 i2N i 2 N

DN BN ;

8x:

(10)

Proof. The stri tly on ave optimization problem of the grand oalition is given
by
max

X
i2N

Wi (e1 ;    ; en ) = max

n
X

=1

(bi ei

i

1 2
e)
2 i

X
i2N

di

X
i2N

ei :

(11)

It suÆ es to di erentiate with respe t to ei to get (9) as unique solution and to
substitute in (11) to get (10).
As it is seen from (9), the optimal international emission strategy pres ribes to
ea h player to set his emission level taking into a ount the sum of all players marginal
damage osts.

3.1 Partial Nash Equilibrium
Re all that the assumption here is that when oalition S forms, the left-out-players
play individually. The payo s are then given as Nash equilibrium out omes in an

n s + 1 player-game. In parti ular, note that the payo s WiP N E (fig); i = 1;    ; n;
are the Nash equilibrium out omes of a fully n-player non ooperative game. The
following proposition summarizes the results.

Proposition 5 Chara terization of Partial Nash Equilibrium assuming interior solutions
(i) Equilibrium emission strategies are given by

ePi NE = bi
ePj NE = bj

8i 2 S;
dj ; 8j 2 N nS:

DS ;

(12)
(13)
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(ii) Equilibrium out omes are given by

W P N E (S ) =
1
YjP N E (S ) = (b2j
2

1X 2 s 2
b + D + DS DN nS
2 i2S i 2 S

d2j ) + dj sDS + DN nS



BN ;

(14)

BN , 8j 2 N nS:

(15)



Proof. The optimization problems of S and j 2 N nS are as follows:
max

X
i2S

(bi ei

1 2
e)
2 i

X
i2S

di

X
l2N

el ;

(16)

X
1 2
ej ) dj el ; j 2 N nS:
(17)
max(bj ej
2
l2N
Di erentiating with respe t to emissions and equating to zero leads to the result in (i).

Substituting for equilibrium emissions in the obje tives of the optimization problems
leads to the result in (ii).
This proposition shows that when a oalition forms, ea h member sets his emission
strategy taking into a ount the sum of marginal damage osts (DS ) of all oalition's
members. This result arries the same message as the one advo ated in the fully
ooperative ase but at the level of oalition S . Note that (14) is the total out ome
of oalition S . Its division among his members is not an issue for the moment. The
individual payo of players outside the oalition an be interpreted as the out ome
obtained by a player when he free rides i.e., when he de ides to stay out of the
oalition. Of interest is this out ome when omputed for player i when S = N nfig.
Indeed it assesses the out ome of that player when he is the only one to free ride or
to play non ooperatively.
Although this omputation permits to evaluate the strength of all possible oalitions under this s enario, it remains to be he ked if this leads to a well de ned
hara teristi fun tion.
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Proposition 6 The fun tion v P N E (S ) = W P N E (S ) is superadditive.
Proof. We need to show that v P N E (S ) satis es (3).
v P NE (;) = 0).

(Note that obviously

Let s and t denote the number of players in respe tively oali-

tion S and T . To prove that v P N E (S ) is superadditive, use (14) to ompute for

8S; T  N; S \ T = ;
v P N E (S [ T ) v P N E (S ) v P N E (T ) =
DS [T BN + DS [T DN nS [T

1 X 2 (s + t) 2
b +
DS [T
2 i2S [T i
2

1X 2 s 2
b + D
2 i2S i 2 S

1X 2 t 2
b + D
2 i2T i 2 T

!

DS BN + DS DN nS
!

DT BN + DT DN nT ;

whi h after lengthy but straightforward omputations redu es to

s
t
v P N E (S [ T ) v P N E (S ) v P N E (T ) = (s + t 2)DS DT + DS2 + DT2 ;
2
2
whi h is obviously positive.
Given the values of this hara teristi fun tion, one an use any solution on ept
of ooperative games to allo ate the grand oalition payo among the players. In the
environmental ontext (see, e.g., Germain et al. (1998) and Petrosjan and Za our
(2003)) a parti ular attention has been devoted to imputations in the ore sin e su h
out omes are stable in the sense that there is no oalition that an blo k them. The
ore may however be empty. S hemati ally this o urs when intermediate oalitions
are \too strong", i.e., enlarging to the grand oalition does not reate suÆ ient in remental wealth to satisfy all players' appetite. Here the ore is not void. A suÆ ient
ondition (Shapley (1972)) for nonemptiness is that the game be onvex, that is

v (S [ T ) + v (S \ T )  v (S ) + v (T );

8S; T  N:
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Proposition 7 The ooperative game with hara teristi fun tion v P N E (S ) is onvex.
Proof. For 8S; T  N , lengthy by again straightforward algebrai al ulations
give

v P N E (S [ T ) + v P N E (S \ T ) v P N E (S ) v P N E (T )
 s

t 2
=
DS DS2 \T + DT2 DS2 \T
2
2
jS \ T j + 4 D2 ;
+(s + t 2)DS nS \T DT nS \T +
S \T
2
whi h is obviously positive.
To on lude on this s enario, we have established the (expe ted) result that a
oalition takes into a ount the sum of damage osts of its members in its emissions
strategy, that a suitable hara teristi fun tion is at hand and that the ore is non
empty.

3.2 Nash Equilibrium
Under this s enario, the assessment of the strength of a oalition S is obtained as
its Nash equilibrium payo in a non ooperative game between this oalition and its
omplement (N nS ). The following proposition summarizes our result.

Proposition 8 Chara terization of Nash Equilibrium assuming interior solutions:
(i) Equilibrium emission strategies are given by

eNi E = bi
eNj E = bj

8i 2 S;
DN nS ; 8j 2 N nS:

DS ;

(18)
(19)
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(ii) Equilibrium out omes are given by

1X 2 s 2
bi + DS + DS (n s)DN nS BN ,
2 i2S
2
1 X 2 (n s) 2
Y N E (S ) =
b +
DN nS + DN nS (sDS BN ) :
2 i2N nS i
2

W N E (S ) =

(20)
(21)

Proof. The optimization problems of S and j 2 N nS are as follows:
max
max

X
i2S

X

j 2N nS

(bi ei

(bj ej

1 2
e)
2 i
1 2
e)
2 j

X
i2S

di

X

j 2N nS

X
l2N

dj

el ;

X
l2N

(22)

el .

(23)

Di erentiating with respe t to emissions and equating to zero leads to the result in (i).
Substituting for equilibrium emissions in the obje tives of the optimization problems
leads to the result in (ii).
The proposition establishes that emissions by any player depend on the sum of
marginal damage osts of all players belonging to the same oalition. The following
proposition shows that the payo fun tion is not ohesive and therefore not superadditive.

Proposition 9 The fun tion W N E (S ) is not ohesive.
Proof. To show this, it suÆ es to provide a ounter-example. Let the n players
be identi al, that is di = d and bi = b; 8i 2 N . Under this assumption (20) be omes

W N E (S ) =

s 2 2 2
b +s d
2

2ndb + 2(n



s)2 d2 :

(24)

Consider the partition of the set of players into n singletons. Now use (24) to ompute

W N E (fig); that is the payo of a oalition of one player
W N E (fig) =

1 2 2
b +d
2


2ndb + 2(n 1)2 d2 :

(25)
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Compute

W

NE

(N )

n 2 2
b +d
2

n
X


n 2 2 2
b + n d 2ndb
2
i=1


nd2
2ndb + 2(n 1)2 d2 =
n2 3 + 4n ;
2

W N E (fig) =

whi h is obviously negative for n > 3. Hen e the result.
Given that the omputation of ea h value of W N E (S ) involves a game between
two oalitions, we shall further spe ialize the notion of ohesiveness and introdu e
the following

De nition 10 The fun tion W (N ) is weakly ohesive if
W (N )  W (S ) + W (T );

8S; T  N; S [ T = N; S \ T = ;

As it is readily seen from the de nition, the payo of the grand oalition is at
least as large as the sum of payo s of the members of any two omplement subsets of

N . We have the following result.

Proposition 11 The fun tion W N E (S ) is weakly ohesive.
Proof. Compute for 8S; T  N su h that S [ T = N and S \ T = ;
s 2
n
W P NE (N ) W P N E (S ) W P N E (T ) = DN2
D
2
2 S
t 2
+ (n s) DS DT
D (n t) DS DT
2 T
t
s
= DS2 + DT2 + (s + t) DS DT ;
2
2
whi h is obviously positive and hen e the result.
To on lude on this s enario, we have the result that every player takes into
a ount the sum of damage osts of all members belonging to the same oalition.
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Note however that the payo fun tion W P N E (S ) is not ohesive and therefore we
annot laim that a proper ooperative game an be de ned.

3.3 Punishing Behavior
The assumption here is that LOP form an anti- oalition and agree on setting their
emissions levels at their upper bounds. Re all that the latter have been de ned as
those resulting from the maximization of revenue only (i.e., disregarding damage ost).
This behavior is to be interpreted as a punishment by LOP of oalition S for not
in luding them in the oalition. There is an obvious link between this approa h and
the way the hara teristi fun tion is omputed by von Neumann and Morgenstern
(1944) in their seminal book.

Indeed, von Neumann and Morgenstern assumed

that left-out-players form an anti- oalition with the sole obje tive of minimizing the
payo of oalition S . This results in a hara teristi fun tion value v (S ) providing
the minimum guaranteed payo for that oalition. We retain here the idea of an
antagonisti anti- oalition but at what seems to be a redible level. The strategies
and payo s are given in the following proposition.

Proposition 12 Chara terization of Punishing Behavior solution, Assuming interior solutions:
(i) Equilibrium emission strategies are given by

8i 2 S;
bj ; 8j 2 N nS:

ePi B = bi
ePj B =

DS ;

(26)
(27)
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(ii) Equilibrium out omes are given by

1X 2 s 2
b + D DS BN ,
2 i2S i 2 S
1 X 2
Y P B (S ) =
b + DN nS (sDS BN ) :
2 j 2N nS j

W P B (S ) =

(28)
(29)

Proof. Obviously every left-out-player sets his emission a ording to (27). The
optimization problem oalition S hen e be omes
max

X
i2S

(bi ei

1 2
e)
2 i

X
i2S

0

di 

X
i2S

ei +

X
j 2N nS

1

bj A :

Di erentiating with respe t to ei and equating to zero leads to (26). Straightforward
omputation of the payo s of S and N nS leads to the result in (ii).
The following two propositions show respe tively that the fun tion v P B (S ) =

W P B (S ) is superadditive and onvex. Note that obviously v P B (;) = 0:

Proposition 13 The fun tion v P B (S ) = W P B (S ) is superadditive.
Proof. We need to show that v P B (S ) satis es (3). To prove that this fun tion
is superadditive, use (28) to ompute for 8S; T

v P B (S [ T ) v P B (S ) v P B (T ) =
1X 2 s 2
b + D
2 i2S i 2 S

!

DS BN

 N; S \ T = ;

1 X 2 (s + t) 2
b +
DS [T
2 i2S [T i
2
1X 2 t 2
b + D
2 i2T i 2 T

DS [T BN
!

DT BN :

Straightforward manipulations leads to

s
t
v P B (S [ T ) v P B (S ) v P B (T ) = DS2 + DT2 + (s + t)DS DT > 0
2
2
:
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Proposition 14 The ooperative game with hara teristi fun tion v P B (S ) is onvex.
Proof. Lengthy but still straightforward omputations give for all oalitions
S; T

N

t
v P B (S [ T ) + v P B (S \ T ) v P B (S ) v P B (T ) = DS2 DS2 \T
2

j
S
\
T
j
s 2
+ DT DS2 \T +
DS2 \T + (s + t)DS nS \T DT S nS \T > 0:
2
2

To on lude on this s enario, we have established that a oalition takes into a ount the sum of damage osts of its members in its emissions strategy and that a
onvex hara teristi fun tion implying a non empty ore is at hand.

3.4 Some Comparisons
We wish here to make some omparisons between emissions levels as well as between
payo s generated under the three s enarios onsidered.

Proposition 15 Comparisons of total emissions and out omes
(i)

Total emissions levels T E x; x = P NE; NE; P B for a given oalition S are

related as follows:

T E N E (S ) < T E P N E (S ) < T E P B (S ):
(ii)

Out omes are related as follows:

W NE (S ) > W P N E (S ) > W P B (S ):
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Proof. From (12)-(13)-(18)-(19) and (26)-(27) one omputes the total emissions
T E P NE (S ) = BN

sDS

DN nS ;

T E NE (S ) = BN

sDS

(n

T E P B (S ) = BN

sDS ;

s)DN nS ;

and hen e the result in (i). Straightforward omparisons of (14), (20) and (28) lead
to (ii).
This proposition shows that from environmental and out ome perspe tives, the
best situation, assuming that only partial ooperation will take pla e, is when players
behave a la NE. Of ourse, when one adopts a ooperative game approa h, the
expe tation is that the grand oalition will indeed form.

Proposition 16 The ore of the ooperative game (N; v P N E ; X ) is a subset of the
ore of the ooperative game (N; v P B ; X ):

Proof. Let x = (x1 ;    ; xn ) be an imputation in the ore of (N; v P N E ; X ). It
therefore satis es

n
X

X
i2S

xi = v (N ):

(30)

xi  v P N E (S ); 8S  N:

(31)

=1

i

By the above proposition we have v P N E (S ) > v P B (S ) and therefore

v P B (S ); 8S  N:

P

i2S

xi



This proposition shows that the ore of the ooperative game (N; v P N E ; X ) is
smaller than the ore of (N; v P B ; X ). The impli ation is that an IEA agreement
whi h is in the ore of (N; v P B ; X ) and not in the ore (N; v P N E ; X ) may be
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ontested on the ground that the way that the payo s are omputed is not the right
one. A tually, the smallest ore is not a singleton and some bargaining must still take
pla e to pi k up the IEA that will indeed be implemented. Given that both games
are onvex, it is tempting to adopt the Shapley value as a solution to the ooperative
game. The merits of su h a solution in lude the fa ts of it being a singleton Paretooptimal imputation, a fair one and for being at the enter of gravity of the ore when
the game is onvex. Given this and the result of the last proposition, it is obvious
that the Shapley values of the ooperative games (N; v P N E ; X ) and (N; v P B ; X )
oin ide. Re all that the Shapley value is given by

i (v x ) =

X
S 3i;S N

(s

1)! (n
n!

s)!

(v x (S ) v x (S n fig)) :

To obtain these numbers, one needs of ourse to x the number of players and ompute
the marginal ontribution of player i to oalition S , that is v x (S ) v x (S n fig). The
Shapley value of a player is a weighted average of his marginal ontributions to all
oalitions that he may join.

4. Stability of oalitions
The stable oalitions literature dealing with the design of an IEA for pollution ontrol
has shown that, irrespe tive of the number of players and with or without monetary
transfers, only a very small number of ountries will a tually sign su h an agreement.
The reason is that a ountry an do better (higher payo ) by letting the others sign
su h an agreement and ontinue itself to pollute at his (higher) non ooperative level.
In this approa h an IEA is seen as a voluntary agreement and a ountry will adhere
to it if it is pro table to do so. It is important here to stress that the number of
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players, i.e., the ountries part of the IEA, is endogenous.
The ooperative game approa h pro eeds di erently.

Indeed, on e the set of

players, their strategies and their payo s are de ned, the problem be omes one of
designing a me hanism to share the gain of ooperation between the players.

A

\ni e" allo ation an be found or not but the point is that this allo ation is sought
from the perspe tive of the grand oalition. The omputation of the hara teristi
fun tion values of all other oalitions is ne essary to assess what would be a eptable
to a oalition given its strategi for e. In this methodologi al framework, the set of
involved ountries is given.
It is of interest as put forward by Tulkens (1998) to see if the two approa hes an
be re on iled and if not to see whi h hara teristi fun tion is more in lusive, i.e.,
leads to a larger stable oalition.
Re alling that Wix (S ) is the (maximized) payo of player i 2 S and Yjx (S ) is the

(maximized) payo of j 2 N nS , we have the following de nition.

De nition 17 A oalition S  N is stable if it satis es the following onditions
(i)
(ii)

Yix (S n fig) Wix (S ) < 0; 8i 2 S (exit test).
Wjx (S [ fj g) Yjx (S ) < 0; 8j 2 N nS (entry test):

(32)
(33)

Condition (i) states that there is no in entive to defe t for all ountries belonging
to oalition S . Condition (ii) states that there is no in entive to broaden the oalition
for all ountries not in S .
The omputation of the hara teristi fun tion values provides the out ome of
oalitions and what remains to be done is to allo ate this total out ome among the
players belonging to these oalitions. To simplify this task, we shall assume from
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now on that players are, as in Carraro and Sinis al o (1992), symmetri , that is bi = b
and di = d for all players. Under symmetry, all players get obviously an equal share
that is W x (S ) = 1 W x (S ) ; x = P NE; NE; P B .
i

s

Proposition 18 If the out omes of oalitions are omputed under P NE mode of
play and the players are symmetri , then no stable oalition exists.

Proof. Under the symmetry assumption, (14) and (15) be ome

d2 2
1 2
b ndb +
s + 2 (n s) ;
2
2


1
YjP N E (S ) =
b2 d2 ndb + s2 + n s d2 :
2

WiP N E (S ) =

To he k for exit test, ompute:

YiP N E (S n fig) WiP N E (S ) =

d2
(s 1) (s 3) ;
2

whi h is negative for s < 3:
To he k for entry test, ompute:

WjP N E (S [ fj g) YjP N E (S ) =

d2 s
(2 s)
2

whi h is negative for s > 2. Hen e the result.

Proposition 19 If the out omes of oalitions are omputed under NE mode of play,
the players are symmetri and the number of players is at least 3, then the only stable
oalition is formed of s players where n 2 1 < s < n+1
2

Proof. Under the symmetry assumption, (20) and (21) be ome

1
1
WiN E (S ) = b2 + ndb + s2 + 2 (n s)2 d2 ;
2
2
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1
1
YjNE (S ) = b2 ndb + 2s2 + (n s)2 d2 :
2
2
To verify for exit test, ompute:

YiN E (S n fig) WiN E (S ) =

1 2
d (n
2

3) (n + 1 2s) ;

whi h is negative for s < n+1
2 (assuming n > 2).
To he k for external stability, ompute
1
WjN E (S [ fj g) YjN E (S ) = d2 (n 3) (n 2s 1) ;
2
whi h is negative for s > n 2 1 (assuming n > 3), and hen e the result.

Proposition 20 If the out omes of oalitions are omputed under P B mode of play
and the players are symmetri , then the only stable oalition is formed of 3 players.

Proof. Under the symmetry assumption, (28) and (29) be ome
1 2 2 2
b +s d
ndb;
2
1
YjP B (S ) = b2 ndb + s2 d2 :
2
To verify for exit test, ompute

WiP B (S ) =

YiP B (S n fig) WiP B (S ) =

1 2
d 4s s2
2



2 ;

whi h is negative for s < 4:
To verify for entry test, ompute

1
WjP B (S [ fj g) YjP B (S ) = d2 2s + 1 s2 ;
2

whi h is negative for s > 2. Hen e the result.
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The above propositions show that when we use the out omes WiP N E (S ) and

WiP B (S ), whi h lead to a well de ned hara teristi fun tion and a nonempty ore, a
stable oalition simply do not exist or is formed of 3 players. This result goes in the
same dire tion as the ndings in Carraro and Sinis al o (1992) and Barrett (1990)
that an international agreement will be stable for a oalition of very small size. When
we use the out omes WiN E (S ), the result is less pessimisti and half of the players
an be part of a stable oalition. The other half is also forming a oalition. Re all
however that the adoption of Nash equilibrium to ompute the out omes did not lead
to a ohesive ooperative game.

5. Con lusion
The rst on lusion that an be drawn from the results is that if the ooperative games
are played a la P NE or a la P B; one has suitable hara teristi fun tions and it is
possible to sele t, using e.g. Shapley value, the same unique imputation belonging
to both ores. A ooperative game played a la NE will la k the essential property
of ohesiveness and therefore this approa h does not arry a suÆ ient in entive for
ooperation between oalitions.
The se ond on lusion is that the two approa hes, lassi al ooperative games and
stable oalitions, annot be re on iled in the sense that adopting one or the other does
not lead to the same on lusion. We believe that these two approa hes rest on so
di erent premises that nding a full onvergen e does not seem to be feasible. As
mentioned before, the ooperative game approa h assumes an exogenous set of players
to be part of an international agreement. The stable oalitions approa hes sees this
set as endogenous. The impli ation of this is that on epts su h as oalitions stability
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and free-riding are not used at all in the same manner by both approa hes. In a
ooperative game, an imputation in the ore is stable in the sense that no oalition
an blo k it. From this perspe tive, and in parti ular, a player will not be better o
by forming a oalition alone. Therefore, the ore is onsidered as a solution on ept
that deters free-riding. This is true if the player is \stu k" in the game. If he has
the option of not playing it, he an do better by letting everybody else join a grand
oalition and himself free-riding, i.e., polluting at the non ooperative level. This
option of leaving away (or not joining) is permitted in the stable oalitions approa h
with the result that free-riding will o ur at a large s ale.
The results of this essay rest on spe ial fun tional forms for revenue and ost
fun tions. This simpli ation is deliberate to fo us on the main points raised in the
essay. It is learly of interest to use a more general onvex damage fun tion ost and
to extend the analysis to a dynami setting.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The three essays of this dissertation fo us on two important global environmental
issues. The rst issue is tropi al deforestation and how the use of onditional transfers
from the North to the South an help redu e the forest destru tion. The se ond is
related to the problem of free-riding and oalition stability in the ontext of IEA.
In the rst essay we used a model representing an e onomi /e ologi al intera tion
of forests to show that it is possible for the North to design a subsidy program in order
to help the South in managing the forest. The setting is of a di erential game with
a leader-follower information, played over a nite horizon. The results indi ate that
making the transfer fun tion dependent on the deforestation rate dire tly in addition
to be dependent on the forest sto k, has a lear impa t on slowing deforestation.
This result is onsistent with the ndings in Van Soest and Lensink (2000). On
the other hand, introdu ing a budget onstraint fa ed by the North for the rst
time in this literature, we showed that in some ases (when the budget onstraint
is binding) additional onditions may be needed to ensure an improvement of the
forest onservation under the subsidy program. In the ase of a non e e tive budget
onstraint (when the budget in not binding), however, we also join the results of
previous literature (see for example; Stahler (1996), Mohr (1996), Van soest and
Lensink (2000), Martn-Herran et al. (2002)) stating that funding forest preservation
leads to its unambiguous improve. In addition, we found that the forestry ountries'
welfare is not always better o under the subsidy program ompared to the optimal
ontrol or laisser-faire s enario. This means that some onditions have to be taken
into onsideration to guarantee the parti ipation of the North and the South in this
program. This means that signing a North-South agreement to onserve the forest
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is not as trivial as stated in the previous literature, whi h an explain the la k of
on retization of su h programs or agreements in real life.
The se ond essay's aim is to design an in entive me hanism to enfor e sustainable
forest management in the forestry ountries. For this purpose we used an extension of the rst essay's model, whi h shows in more details the trade-o between the
agri ulture and the forestry a tivities and introdu es a natural regeneration rate of
the forests. The use of in entive me hanisms is ompletely new to the literature on
sustainable forest management. The results show that the North an en ourage the
forestry ountries to parti ipate in a program aiming at a better forest onservation
while ompensating for the revenue loss. More pre isely we showed that using transfers as in entive, the donor ommunity or the North an enfor e sustainable forest
exploitation in the South even if the latter is maximizing its welfare in the short-run.
Some interesting ontinuation in this eld will be to onsider e orts to regenerate
the forest.

This would require a model in orporating a lag stru ture to handle

orre tly the link between replanting trees and later produ tion of the resour e. The
North ould also ontribute nan ially to su h a program, and a Prin ipal-agent
setting would be of interest to study the e e t of un ertainty on the parti ipation
onstraints of both the North and the South in su h a program. Further we an
introdu e the ost of the budget spent by the North in its obje tive fun tion. Under
this hypothesis the North would look for an optimal trade-o between the nal forest
size and the budget spent for the subsidy program.
Finally, the last essay represents a ontribution to the theoreti al dis ussion about
the possibility of re on iliation between the ooperative and non- ooperative understanding of oalition's stability using hara teristi fun tion. The rst on lusion
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that ould be drawn from the results was that if the ooperative games are played a
la PNE or a la PB, one has suitable hara teristi fun tions and it is possible to sele t,
using e.g. Shapley value, the same unique imputation belonging to both ores. A
ooperative game played a la NE will la k the essential property of ohesiveness and
therefore this approa h does not arry a suÆ ient in entive for ooperation between
oalitions.
The se ond and main on lusion was that the two approa hes, lassi al ooperative
games and non- ooperative games, annot be re on iled in the sense that adopting
one or the other does not lead to the same on lusion. We believe that these two
approa hes rest on so di erent premises that nding a full onvergen e does not
seem to be feasible. In fa t, it is diÆ ult to deter free riding and there is no large
oalition that an emerge, if ountries play non- ooperatively. This result is again
proved in reality if we onfront it with the unfolding events we have seen through the
development of the Kyoto oalition.
However, the results of this essay rest on spe ial fun tional forms for revenue and
ost fun tions. This simpli ation is deliberate to fo us on the main points raised
in this essay. It is learly of interest to use a more general onvex damage fun tion
ost and to extend the analysis to a dynami setting.
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